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Zusammenfassung

Schwer vorstellbar, wie in jauchegedüngten Äckern versickerndes Regenwasser zu

Trinkwasser werden kann! Und doch sprudelt in vielen Haushalten eigentlich nichts

anderes aus dem Wasserhahn, nämlich aus der Tiefe gepumptes Grundwasser. Möglich

wird der ungetrübte Genuss einerseits durch die Filterwirkung des Untergrundes: Von

der Oberfläche verschleppte Bakterien und eingetragene Schadstoffe bleiben an Ton,

Sand und Kies haften. Andererseits werden zahlreiche Schadstoffe für die abgelagerten

Bakterien zu Nährstoffen, aus deren Abbau sie neue Zellmasse aufbauen und dabei

gleichzeitig Energie gewinnen.

Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit greift zwei Aspekte dieses Themenkreises heraus: Die

Deposition von Bakterien auf Partikeloberflächen und die Behinderung des Schad¬

stoffabbaus durch langsamen Massentransfer. Zu beiden Aspekten haben wir Experi¬

mente in kleinen, mit Sand oder Glaskügelchen gepackten Säulen durchgefühlt. Mit

Hilfe dieser einfachen Modellsysteme für einen natürlichen Grundwasserleiter haben

wir versucht, eine Brücke zu schlagen zwischen grundlegenden physikalisch-

chemischen Phänomenen - wie etwa den Fick" sehen Gesetzen der Diffusion - und den

direkt beobachtbaren makroskopischen Prozessen.

Die ersten zwei Kapitel der Dissertation befassen sich mit der Deposition von Bakte¬

rien auf Partikeln. Bei Vorversuchen mit dem Stamm Pseudomonas sp. B13 und quarz-

sandgefüllten Säulen sind wir auf ein interessantes Phänomen gestossen: Für diese Zel¬

len hatten die Gesetze der Kolloidfiltration scheinbar keine Gültigkeit, konnten wir doch

keine exponentielle Abnahme der Zelldichte mit der Filterstrecke beobachten. Nur ein

Teil der Zellen wurde in der Säule zurückgehalten, während die im Ausfluss erschei¬

nenden Zellen auch eine zweite Säule beinahe vollständig passierten. Als Ausweg bot

sich an, das Filtrationsgesetz in einer allgemeineren Form für zwei Subpopulationen mit

zwei verschiedenen Filtrationskoeffizienten zu formulieren. Die Depositionseigen-

schaften der Zellen waren nicht vererblich, und leider sind Versuche, sie aufmessbare

Unterschiede in deren Oberflächenstruktur zurückzuführen, bis anhin gescheitert.

Für die haftende Subpopulation haben wir eine mechanistische Vorstellung des De-

positionsvorganges entwickelt. Dabei wird der Interaktionsenergie zwischen Bakterien

und Sandkörnern eine erweiterte DLVO-Theorie der Kolloidstabilität zu Grunde gelegt.

Der Anteil der haftenden Zellen lässt sich dann mit der Lage des sekundären Minimums

der Energiekurve in Beziehung setzen, während der Filtrationskoeffizient von dessen

Tiefe abzuhängen scheint. Da die Interaktionsenergie stark von den elektrostatischen

Kräften abhängt, erklärt dies auch, weshalb sich die Deposition sowohl mit der Ionen¬

stärke als auch mit dem Typ der gelösten Kationen verändert. Bei der dauerhaften Ver¬

ankerung der Zellen auf den Sandkörnern kommt zudem vermutlich den langen Poly-

saccharidketten auf der Zelloberfläche eine entscheidende Bedeutung zu.
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Da sich Stamm B13 dafür nur bedingt als geeignet erwies, haben wir eine allfällige

Massentransferlimitation des Schadstoffabbaus am Beispiel der Umsetzung von 4-

Nitroanisol durch Rhodococcus opacus Stamm AS2 untersucht. Massentransferlimitati¬

on stellt sich ein, wenn sich um die aktiven Zellen eine an Nährstoffen verarmte Zone

ausbildet, die durch Diffusion aus dem umgebenden Medium nicht rasch genug aufge¬

füllt werden kann. In der Tat lag die Abbauleistung von in Säulen immobilisierten Bak¬

terien immer erheblich unter den auf Batch-Versuchen beruhenden Vorhersagen. Aus

solchen Experimenten haben wir sogenannte Massentransferkoeffizicnten abgeleitet, die

ein Mass für die Geschwindigkeit des Massentransfers darstellen. Auf eine einzelne

Zelle bezogen blieb der Massentransfer bei Veränderung der Zelldichte annähernd un¬

verändert und entsprach in etwa den theoretischen Voraussagen. Entgegen den Erwar¬

tungen schienen aber grössere Korndurchmesser den Massentransfer zu steigern. Dies

ist vermutlich auf den verkleinerten Einfluss der Heterogenität der Konzentration sVer¬

teilung in den Poren des Säulenmaterials zurückzuführen.

Aus den vorgestellten Befunden ergeben sich für die Praxis zwei Folgerungen: (i)

Wenn nach einer bestimmten Filtrationsstrecke nur noch der Anteil der praktisch nicht

haftenden Bakterien weiter transportiert wird, so darf der scheinbare Filtrationskoeffizi¬

ent einer Bakterienpopulation nicht als Konstante betrachtet werden. Dies erschwert

eine Voraussage der Transportdistanzen beträchtlich, (ii) Wie ein Vergleich mit anderen

Kombinationen von Bakterien und Nährstoffen zeigt, ist Massentransferlimitierung zu¬

dem vermutlich recht weit verbreitet. Sie könnte deshalb die Ursache dafür sein, dass in

Grundwasserleitern oft eine Abbaukinetik erster Ordnung bezüglich der Substratkon¬

zentration beobachtet wird, bei der im Gegensatz zum Michaelis-Menten Ansatz bei

höheren Konzentrationen keine Sättigung eintritt.



Summary

It is hard to understand how rainwater infiltrating into manure-amended fields may end

up as drinking water! And yet that is exactly what many households consume when they

fill their glasses with sparkling water from the tap. The beneficial fact that groundwater

is a convenient source for drinking water is due to natural filtering in the subsurface,

where entrained bacteria and pollutants stick to clays, sand, and gravel. Furthermore,

many pollutants even serve as nutrients for attached bacteria, which degrade them to

obtain building blocks and to produce energy at the same time.

This thesis concentrates on two aspects of this issue: The deposition of bacteria on

particle surfaces and the limitation of pollutant degradation by slow mass transfer. To

study the two topics, we used small-scale columns filled with quartz sand or glass

beads. This simple model for a groundwater aquifer should enable us to relate macro¬

scopic observations to basic physico-chemical phenomena like Ficks laws of diffusion

for example.

The first two chapters of the thesis deal with the deposition of bacteria on particles.

Preliminary experiments with Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 and columns filled with

quartz sand revealed an interesting feature: The cell density did not decrease exponen¬

tially with the length of the filtration path, thus violating basic principles of colloid fil¬

tration theory. Only a fraction of the cells was retained in the columns, whereas the cells

appearing in the column-outlet easily passed a second column. We found a way out by

formulating the filtration law in a more general way where different filtration coeffi¬

cients could be ascribed to two subpopulations. The different adhesion behavior of the

cells was not found to be inheritable, and attempts to relate them to distinctly measur¬

able surface properties have not been successful to date.

As far as the well-adhering subpopulation is concerned, we developed a mechanistic

concept of the adhesion process. It relies on estimates of the interaction energy between

a cell and the grain surface which are derived from an extended DLVO-theory of colloid

stability. According to our concept, the fraction of well adhering cells depends on the

position of the secondary minimum in the energy interaction curve while the filtration

coefficient varies with its depth. This would explain why deposition was more efficient

with increasing ionic strength and depended on the cation type in solution. The durable

anchoring of the cells on the sand grains seems to be possible only with the help of the

long polysaccharide chains on the cell surface.

Strain B13 proved to be difficult to investigate a tentative mass transfer limitation to

biodégradation, and thus we decided to use Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2 degrading

4-nitroanisole instead. Mass transfer limitation occurs if a depleted zone forms around

active cells because diffusion from the bulk medium is too slow to compensate for sub¬

strate consumption. As a matter of fact, we always found degradation rates by cells im¬

mobilized in a column to remain substantially below the predictions based on batch ex-
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periments. From these experiments, we derived so-called mass transfer coefficients,

which serve as a measure for the velocity of the mass transfer process. We found mass

transfer to a single cell to remain almost constant upon variation of the cell density.

Furthermore, experimental values agreed quite well with theoretical predictions. In con¬

trast to expectations, however, bigger beads seemed to enhance mass transfer, a finding

which is most likely due to the reduced influence of pore-scale heterogeneity in sub¬

strate concentrations.

From the findings presented, we may draw two conclusions of practical relevance: (i)

If only cells which adhere very poorly remain suspended after a certain flow path, the

filtration coefficient for a population may not be assumed to remain constant over time.

This obviously makes predictions about the transport distances to be expected very dif¬

ficult, (ii) There is increasing evidence from different bacteria/substrate combinations

that mass transfer limitation is quite widely-spread. This might explain why degradation

kinetics in the field often are first order in substrate concentration and hardly show the

saturation expected from the Michaelis-Menten approach.
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General Introduction 3

1.1 Bacteria in Groundwater Aquifers

Research on the dissemination and the deposition of microorganisms in the subsurface

was initiated by obvious concerns about drinking water quality and spread of disease

(Bitton and Gerba 1984; Craun 1985; Lawrence and Hendry 1996). The interest broad¬

ened when bacteria were recognized to possibly facilitate contaminant transport

(McDowell-Boyer, et al. 1986; McCarthy and Zachara 1989; Lindqvist and Enfield

1992; Jenkins and Lion 1993), and to be of use for the bioremediation of polluted aqui¬

fers (Lee, et al. 1988) and the recovery of mineral oil (Akin and Smith 1990). Further¬

more, microbial ecologists discovered bacteria to participate in geochemical cycles and

mineral formation in the subsurface (Gounot 1994). Finally, the public discussion about

the potential spreading of genetically engineered bacteria fürther stimulated intensive

research (Lawrence and Hendry 1996).

This thesis is about the spreading of bacteria and biodégradation of pollutants in po¬

rous media. Although these topics are of interest to various fields in applied bioengi¬

neering, we concentrated our efforts on bacterial transport and pollutant degradation in

model systems for groundwater aquifers.

1.1.1 Aquifers as habitats for microbes

With average concentrations of organic carbon below 1 mg L"1 (Gounot 1994), natural

aquifers usually are oligotrophic niches and cell densities to be expected are accordingly

low. Reported densities vary between lO5 - 10 cells per gram dry-weight or milliliter of

aquifer material (Wilson, et al. 1983: Harvey, et al. 1984; Gounot 1994). Although an

overwhelming part of these cells seems to be adhered (Harvey, et al. 1984), only a small

part of the surface available is covered by bacteria. Cells are often found to be clustered

in microcolonies (Gray 1967; Harvey, et al. 1984), but nutrient limitation, predators and

low temperatures prevent the formation of biofilms.

Adapting to this environment implies flexibility in various respects. Examples are:

(i) Control of attachment and detachment. This enables bacteria to react to locally

varying nutrient availability and predators (Eisenmann, et al. 1998). (ii) Ability to cope

with changing nutrients at low concentrations (Fgli 1995).

1.1.2 Moving, settling, feeding, growing, and dying

In order to quantify both the number of bacteria and their degradation capacity for pol¬

lutants, a basic set of processes has to be considered :

• transport of bacteria and their substrates through the aquifer material

» sorption and desorption of substrates to aquifer material and cells

• attachment and detachment of cells
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• growth and decay of cells

• substrate consumption by the cells

With the exception of microbial growth and decay, the processes listed above all in¬

clude a transport step. While this is obvious for the bulk transport with the streaming

water, transport plays an eminent role as well where cells approach surfaces and attach,

where substrate molecules approach surfaces and adsoib, or where substrate molecules

approach cells and are finally taken up.

1.2 Scales of Transport Processes

Transport of bacteria and their substrates in aquifers takes place on several scales:

» The macroscopic scale where both bacteria and their substrates follow more or less

the streamlines of the water through the aquifer material. On this scale, we find typi¬

cally advective bulk transport, which occurs over distances from centimeters to

kilometers. Quantification is possible by measuring the average flow rate and other

macroscopic properties like cell densities or substrate concentrations.

» In contrast, transport on a microscopic scale, which extends from nanometers to mi¬

crometers, is found in the vicinity of the surfaces. The microscale is smaller than or

equal to the average pore width. Pore-scale heterogeneity thus becomes important

and bulk properties allow to see the effects of small-scale transport indirectly only.

Transport is governed by diffusion over a stagnant boundary layer or local turbu¬

lence.

For simplicity's sake, we will concentrate on these two extremes in the following, al¬

though the most complex situation arises at the mesoscopic scale in between where a

microscopic description becomes increasingly difficult to handle whereas averaged bulk

properties are not smooth enough yet to allow a macroscopic approach (Roth 1995).

These scales of transport are interdependent: Deposition of bacteria or substrate re¬

moval from the bulk solution for example include a microscale transport step. However,

they affect the macroscale by disturbing the mass balance, and thus become visible in

the whole system, even if a thorough understanding is not possible from this perspective

(Figure i.l).

A better understanding of the microscale processes is usually hampered because they

arc not directly observable, hi controlled experiments, some insight might be achieved

by carefully investigating the influence of varying conditions, which then allows to de¬

velop and test a hypothesis about the underlying mechanisms. Unfortunately, such a

mechanistic view is often obtainable only at the risk of losing the overview and concen¬

trate on irrelevant details. Then the conflicting interest of a real understanding of what

happens and a mere description of important outcomes have to be balanced. We will

come back to this points in the final discussion of the tesearch experience this report is

about
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10 m

FIGURE 1.1. The black box. Microscale process from a typical macroscopic perspective.

1.2.1 Macroscopic Transport: Convection and Dispersion

A very common approach to describe transport in saturated porous media is based on

the convection-dispersion equation (CDE):

dc
bulk

Ot

= D.
d2C

bulk
U dC

bulk

disp dL2 P dL
+ S (1.1)

hi this equation, Cbuik stands for the bulk cell density or substrate concentration, p is the

porosity, t is time, Ausp is the dispeision coefficient, L is the length of the flow path, and

U is the Darcy-velocity accounting for convection. The term S accounts for additional

sinks or sources, e.g. sorption as well as desorption of cells or substrates, substrate con¬

sumption, or cell growth.

The deterministic approach based on the CDE has been found to work quite well for

homogeneously packed beds like e.g. laboratory columns. For the description of field-

scale transport where heteiogeneous flow prevails, a variety of stochastic models has

been pioposed (Tonde, et al. 1995) Examples include stream tube or transfer function

approaches.
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The flow rate U and the dispersion term characterize the flow conditions in the aqui¬

fer material and can be either measured directly or derived from data obtained by fol¬

lowing the break-through of a non-reactive tracer like chloride or fluorescin. Thus, the

sink or source term S certainly is the most interesting expression in eq 1.1. In order to

facilitate a link of this section here with the chapters to follow, we would like to discuss

the case of first order removal in more detail.

First order removal. For a reaction of first order in the bulk concentration, the re¬

moval term takes the form:

°'»"' ~ A un'-bulk (1.2)i em

This expression with the first-order rcmo\al rate k!em may be used for both removal of

cells or substrate depending on what Cbuik stands for. Removal of cells from the bulk

due to attachment results in an increase of the cell load on the solid matrix Cce s

A/""* cell

aLb
_ ,.
A Lcell^ttll /i t-n

ct p

where ps is the density of the solid phase. A release term for detachment can be formu¬

lated accordingly as a reaction first order in the cell density on the solid

dCf
=

A

dt p

which yields for the release term Sit\

£,7C" (L4)

S«n = + P±k^Cf (1.5)
p

Steady-state breakthrough. Quite often, the dispersion term in eq 1.1 is smaller

than the convective term. The dimensionless Peelet-number Pe allows a rough compari¬

son of the time scales needed for diffusive or convective transport, respectively:

Pe=!^L=LD^L^IIL (L6)
t L U D

'com lj <~
^disp

For Pe »1. dispersion over the chosen distance L takes much more time than con¬

vection, and may therefore be neelected. If furthermore concentrations do not change

with time any more and have reached a steady-state, eq 1.1 can be simplified

C L
bulk u u^

bulk
, e A f 1 n \

_- —t- ^
-

u ( 1. / a)
et p DL

or
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dC^^SdL (1.7 b)

For the case of first-order removal presented above, eq 1.7 b can be integrated conven¬

iently and yields

Cb«M=Cocxpi~jjkmJ, (1.8)

As we see in eq 1.8, Cbuik(£) exponentially decays with the length of the flow path in the

simplified case of a temporal steady-state. That's why eq 1.8 is often formulated in

terms of a decay length À - ktcm p/U instead of a reaction rate. The next section provides

a mechanistic background for the quantification of ktem or X for both cell deposition and

substrate removal.

1.2.2 Microscopic Transport: Diffusion and Boundary Layer Concept

In order to evaluate reaction rates, it is important to identify the rate-limiting process.

This might be either the intrinsic reaction itself, e.g. the formation of a chemical bond,

or the transport step which brings the reactants together. From the processes likely to be

important for our aquifer system, sorption and desorption of substrates, substrate con¬

sumption by the cells, and cell attachment and detachment are possibly limited by a

transport step. Moreover, they all take place at a surface. The transport mechanisms

bringing molecules and cells to the vicinity of a surface thus deserve a closer inspection.

In laminar flow, liquid stream lines run parallel to the surfaces within an aquifer. For

a surface reaction to occur, a mechanism different from convection is thus needed to

make the reactants move across the last few micrometers perpendicular to the streaming

liquid. Usually, this is a diffusion process, which is driven by the concentration gradi¬

ents arising from the surface reaction. The region where those gradients are steepest and

diffusive transport perpendicular to the surface prevails is called the diffusion boundary

layer 8m- The thickness of 8m depends on the radius of the collector grains in the aqui¬

fer material /-bead, on the flow velocity L\ as well as on the diffusion coefficient Dm and

is on average (Levich 1962)

( D,.
0-9)

For particles much bigger than single molecules, there are other deposition mechanisms

like straining in narrow pores or settling by gravitation. Nevertheless, for low flow rates,

diffusion is the most important mechanism for small particles of a density almost iden¬

tical to that of water (Yao, et al. 1971). This is the case for bacterial cells, and thus both
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substrate molecules and cells might be assumed to follow the same principles as far as

transport to the collector surface is concerned.

However, there is an important difference between bacteria and substrate molecules

as fai as diffusion velocity is concerned. The diffusion coefficient Dm is basically a

function of the particle size. For ideal spheres, Dm is proportional to Mr (Gehrtsen, et al.

1989). Molecules have typical dimensions of 10"10 m, whereas bacteria are about 10"6 m

in size. Accordingly, Dm ^ 10" m~ s" for smaller molecules and ZW ~ 10" m" s" for

bacteria. In consequence, 8m for bacteria is thinner than <3dif for molecules. Nevertheless,

microscale transport is still slower for bacteria because they need a longer time to dif¬

fuse across 8m'-

'
eu

Thus, the situation for microscale transport is very different for cells and their sub¬

strates, although the underlying mechanisms are the same.

Microscale transport has special implications for the biodégradation of substrates in

the bulk phase by immobilized cells: Batch experiments are a convenient method to

obtain independent estimates of the intrinsic biodégradation kinetics of the organisms.

But in order to predict degradation in the porous medium, estimates for the velocity of

the diffusive transport which brings the substrate to the cells have to be available, as

well. Cells might in fact consume the substrate in their vicinity much faster than diffu¬

sion can refill the substrate depleted zone arising around them. Degradation is then said

to be mass transfer limited, as the physiological uptake capacity of the cell would allow

still faster degradation.

1.3 Outline of this Thesis

1.3.1 From the overall scope...

Various of the processes described above have been investigated extensively, either

isolated or in combination. Most researchers interested in biodégradation concerned

themselves with immobilized bacteria growing in biofilms (Rittman and McCarty 1980a

-i b) oi in microcolonies (Molz, et al. 1986). On the other hand, there is an increasing

body of literature about tiansport of bacteria in porous media (Lawrence and Hendry

1996; Harvey 1997). But reports where microbial transport and degradation were com¬

bined are quite scarce (Bosnia 1994; Devare and Alexander 1995). Furthermore, at¬

tempts to predict mass transfer limitation of biodégradation in porous media with low

cell densities yielded ambiguous results (Harms and Zehnder 1994; Schäfer 1997; Tros,

etal. 1998).
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With the studies presented here, we wanted to gain a better understanding of aquifer

microcosms consisting of bacteria, the substrates they feed on, and the aquifer material

itself Similar to an earlier report (Bosnia 1994), we intended to study column experi¬

ments and to simulate the interplay of the various processes with computer models. We

chose to focus on the transport phenomena and the investigation of a tentative mass

transfer limitation of biodégradation was accorded a high priority. The main question

could be summarized as follows: Is it possible to integrate these transport processes to¬

gether with cell growth and decay in a quantitative model?

1.3.2
...

to the factors affecting bacterial transport and substrate mass transfer

In an early stage of this research project, we decided to concentrate on the degradation

of 3-chlorobenzoic acid (3-cba) by Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 (Dorn, et al. 1974) as a

model system. This strain seemed well suited for our undertaking because its adhesion

properties (Rijnaarts, et al. 1993; Rijnaarts, et al. 1995a; Rijnaarts, et al. 1995b) as well

as its degradation kinetics (Tros, et al. 1996a; Tros. et al. 1996b; Tros, et al. 1998) had

been studied before. The substrate 3-cba itself is easy to measure by IIPLC and its deg¬

radation can be followed in addition by measuring chloride production. Furthermore,

3-cba was expected to cause little experimental problems because it was stable, well

soluble in water, not volatile, and does not sorb to column materials or tubing.

Preliminary deposition experiments with strain B13 in sand columns soon revealed

some interesting features: These cells did not obey the rules of plain colloid filtration

theory, which had been applied to the removal of cells from porous media before (Har¬

vey and Garabedian 1991; Martin, et al. 1992). Furthermore, the cation type in solution

affected cell deposition beyond the effects expected from the change in ionic strength.

Attempts to explain these macroscopic findings led to a more mechanistic approach,

where the underlying microscopic processes caught our attention (Figure 1.2). In conse¬

quence, the chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis describe our current ideas about the deposi¬

tion of strain B13, and are rather specific than general in this respect.

Unfortunately, degradation of 3-cba by strain B13 in porous beds proved to be more

difficult to investigate than was initially expected, as well. This was due to its poor ad¬

hesion to plain sand beds, its low specific affinity for the substrate, and physiological

changes possibly occurring. As mass transfer limitation was expected to be a more gen¬

eral phenomenon anyway, we decided to continue those studies with another strain. The

organism of choice was Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2 (Schäfer, et al. 1996), which is

able to degrade 4-nitroanisole and which had been used for such studies in our labora¬

tory before (Schäfer 1997). The results of these experiments are described in chapter 4.
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FIGURE 1.2. A more detailed view of a microscale process in an aquifer system: Transport, deposition,
and detachment of bacteria on mineral grains

Chapter 5 then is an attempt to integrate oui experience concerning mass transfer

limitation of biodégradation in poious media in the light of the findings for strain AS2.

With its broader view, this chapter probably comes closest to our initial intention to de¬

velop a picture based on more general traits of the aquifer system.

hi chapter 6 finally, we will make some remarks about the major findings presented

in chapters 2 to 5 and ti\ to situate them in the context of the overall scope described

above. Fuitheimoie, chaptei 6 contains some observations and thoughts about the de¬

velopment of the leseaich pioject this thesis is about.
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Abstract

Travel distances of bacteria in groundwater aquifers often exceed predictions based on filtra¬

tion theories. These findings have mostly been ascribed to structural heterogeneities in the sub¬

surface, but variations in the adhesive properties within the microbial populations have been ob¬

served, too. In laboratory experiments with Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 we found that only a

fraction of the cells was efficiently deposited in sand columns while the remainder passed a sec¬

ond column identical to the first without hindrance. Upon rinsing the columns with deionized wa¬

ter between 10-35 % of the deposited cells were flushed out, thus showing that increased elec¬

trostatic repulsion between sand and bacteria partially reverted the deposition. Lipopolysaccha-

rides (LPS) extending from the cell surface into the medium as well as estimated DLVO-type

interaction energy curves indicate that cells were trapped at a distance of more than 20 nm from

the sand surface. We hypothesize that differences in the LPS coat were responsible for the frac¬

tionation of the bacterial population. Our results indicate that the high travel distances of microor¬

ganisms might not only be due to the complex structure of aquifer material but to heterogeneity in

the adhesion properties within the bacterial populations, as well.

2.1 Introduction

The interest in the dissemination and deposition of microorganisms in the subsurface

was initially based on obvious concerns about drinking water quality and spread of dis¬

ease (Bitton and Gerba 1984). The study of bacterial transport has been further moti¬

vated by the enhancement of contaminant transport by bacteria, their use for bioreme-

diating polluted aquifers and the potential spread of genetically engineered organisms

(Lawrence and Hendry 1996). Whereas observations were discussed qualitatively in

earlier reports (Rahe, et al. 1978; Smith, et al. 1985; Shales and Kumarasingham 1987),

other authors introduced clean bed filtration theory (Harvey and Garabedian 1991; Mar¬

tin, et al. 1992) and more elaborate kinetic models (Harvey and Garabedian 1991; Lind-

qvist and Bengtsson 1991) to describe deposition of bacteria. These concepts were de¬

veloped further to include additional effects, such as the reduction of deposition by al¬

ready adhered cells (Lindqvist. et al. 1994: Rijnaarts, et al. 1996), often referred to as

blocking. Nevertheless, travel distances of several 100 m found for bacteria in aquifers

exceeded predictions with experimentally determined filtration parameters by far

(O'Melia 1989; Martin, et al. 1992). These discrepancies were ascribed to heterogenei¬
ties in aquifers leading to preferential flow paths (Smith, et al. 1985; O'Melia 1989;

Martin, et al. 1992).

But also variation of adhesive properties within a population of bacteria could lead to

similar observations although reports on this subject are scarce. Shales and Kuma¬

rasingham (1987) subjected the non adherent bacteria from a batch adhesion assay to a
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second assay and found them to stick significantly less than controls. They postulated

the existence of two subpopulations of bacteria. Albinger et al. (1994) showed that for

those bacteria transported across the first centimeter of a column packed with glass

beads the probability to be captured became very small. Recently. Johnson and cowork¬

ers (1995) described a dependence of cell detachment on residence time on the surface.

In order to interpret their results, they developed a kinetic model ascribing different de¬

tachment rate constants to two subpopulations. Their observations are in qualitative

agreement with data obtained with a flow chamber (Meinders, et al. 1995). However,

the latter authors interpreted their results in terms of increasing bond strength with time.

Both explanations were already mentioned by \an de Ven (1989): Either a distribution

in bond strength - two coexisting subpopulations would be a simple case thereof - or a

time dependence of bond strength would lead to non-exponential detachment.

In this paper we present evidence for the significance of heterogeneity in microbial

populations for the subsurface transport of bacteria. We percolated dilute suspensions of

Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 through columns filled with purified sand at flow rates

common in natural aquifers. The results are discussed in terms of a simple model ac¬

counting for two fractions with different adhesive properties. Characterization of the cell

surface allowed us to develop a mechanistic interpretation based on energy interaction

curves derived from the DLVO-theory of colloid stability.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Organism and culture conditions. Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 (Dorn, et al. 1974)

is able to utilize 3-chlorobenzoic acid (3-cba) as the sole source of carbon and energy.

We grew the cells in a phosphate buffer containing minerals and trace elements that was

amended with 5 mM of 3-cba (Tros, et al. 1996). After gaining maximal cell density,

cells were kept in a carbon limited state for approximately 16 h before harvest. We pre¬

pared cell suspensions by resuspending centrifuged bacteria to final densities between

2x10' and 4x10" cells ml"1. To avoid partial removal of cell envelope constituents we

renounced on extra washing steps. Tros et al. (Tros, et al. 1996) showed for similar con¬

ditions that the cells keep their metabolic acti\ ity for up to 48 h, thus indicating that

they remain intact during this time period. Microscopic inspection showed that the

resting cells were not motile although the\ mo\e lively during growth. Electron micro¬

graphs after negative staining, as well as tests for Chemotaxis by a modified capillary

assay according to Adler (1973), suggest that flagella were absent in the starvation

phase.

Electrolyte chemistry. Electrolytes used for preparing cell suspensions and for

equilibrating the columns were based on a 10 fold diluted growth medium, in which

phosphate was replaced by MOPS NaOH buffer at pH = 7.2 and (NH4)?S04 was used

instead ofNH4NO3. This solution was brought to a total ionic strength ofI~ 8 mM with
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MgS04, which accounted for ~ 65 % of the final ionic strength. In the calculation of the

ionic strength, we accounted for the formation of soluble and neutral MgSO+ -

complexes at a concentration of C ~ 0.5 mM (Stumm and Morgan 1996). All electro¬

lytes were prepared with deionized water (NANOpure Cartridge System, SKAN. Basel,

Switzerland).

Deposition Experiments. We conducted filtration experiments in glass columns (2.5

cm I.D., Omnifit, Cambridge, UK) with polyethylene frits (25 um pore diameter) and

one adjustable endpiece. The columns were packed wet with silica sand (Fluka, Buchs,

Switzerland) consisting of cristobalite. WTe washed the sand with 1 mM HCl, rinsed sev¬

eral times with 10 mM NaNO-, to reach a pH close to neutrality and dried it overnight at

80 °C. 10, 50 and 90 % of the grains (number based) were below 150, 238 and 345 urn

in diameter, respectively, as measured by static light scattering (Master Sizer X, Mal¬

vern Instruments, Malvern, UK). We gravimetrically estimated the porosity p in the col¬

umns to be 0.45. Columns were operated in downflow mode with a peristaltic pump

(Ismatec, Glattbrugg, Switzerland) at Darcy velocities 0.6 < U < 9 cm If1. Connecting

tubings consisted of polyethylene and tygon® (Ismatec, Glattbrugg, Switzerland). Fil¬

tration studies with bacterial suspensions were started after equilibrating the columns for

at least 10 pore volumes (PV). We sampled the column outflow by aid of a fraction

collector. Turbidity as a measure for cell density was determined photometrically at 280

nm after carefully shaking the sample vials. Absolute cell numbers were deduced after

calibration to plate counts. The quantification of cells was possible down to less than 5

x 106 cells ml"1. To characterize the flow conditions prevailing in our columns, we per¬

formed tracer tests in control experiments without cells by following the breakthrough

of 1.0 mM KBr online at 220 nm with a Jasco 870-1 rv detector (Jasco, Tokyo, Japan).

Surface characterization, (i) Electrophoretic mobility and surface potential.

Electrophoretic mobility »e of bacteria suspended in the medium used for the column

experiments (1 - 8 mM) was measured by dynamic light scattering (Zetamaster, Mal¬

vern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Surface potentials were approximated by the C~

potentials at the electrokinetic shear plane, which can be deduced from he by the

Smoluchowsky relationship (Hunter 1981). In order to obtain estimates for the Ç-

potential of sand, we ground sand particles in a mortar and determined uP of the fraction

remaining in suspension for several hours, (ii) Contact angles. Contact angles of water

droplets on a bacterial lawn were determined as described by (van Loosdrecht, et al.

1987). (iii) Size determination of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) on the cell surface. We

isolated, purified and hydrolized LPS according to Jucker et al. (1997). These authors

give as well the method for the size determination of the O-antigens, which are the sugar

chains of the LPS actually extending into the medium.

Electron micrographs. Bacteria were cryofixed by propane jet freezing (Müller, et

al. 1980) and freeze-substituted in acetone containing 2% osmium tetroxide. The frozen

samples were kept at -90 °C. -60 °C. and -30 °C for 8 h each and finally brought to 0 °C
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in a cryostage (Hohenberg, et al. 1994). After washing the samples 3 times in acetone

they were embedded in epon. The sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead

citrate (Reynolds 1963). Pictures were taken with a Philips EM 301 (Philips Electron

Optics, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

Filtration model. Although deposition of bacteria must be assumed to be reversible

in principle (Harvey and Garabedian 1991; Lindqvist and Bengtsson 1991; Meinders, et

al. 1995), assuming irreversible removal might be useful for describing the initial stage

of deposition where low surface coverages prevail. Various authors (Harvey and Gara¬

bedian 1991; Martin, et al. 1992) applied clean bed filtration theory (O'Melia 1989;

Ryan and Elimelech 1996) to irreversible first order removal of bacteria in sand col¬

umns at low surface coverages according to
-"•ö1-

C = C0 exp
-

=-^—^ tjaL = C0 exp(- all) (2.1)
V 'bead /

were C is the effluent cell concentration. Co is the influent cell concentration, p the po¬

rosity of the packed bed, /'bead is the radius of the collector sand grain, L is the length of

the flow path, n is the single collector efficiency, and a is the collision efficiency. Eq

2.1 is often simplified by defining a filtration coefficient X. n describes the transport of

particles from the bulk solution to the collector surface and can be theoretically derived

from approximate solutions to the convective-diffusion equation (Logan, et al. 1995;

Ryan and Elimelech 1996). The calculations of // include diffusion, interception, and

settling as deposition mechanisms and are based on the parameters given in Table 2.1.

In the flow-velocity range we used, rj is mainly determined by diffusion, leading

roughly to a dependency on the Darcy velocity U according to

rj - U
'

(2.2)

indicating that the filtration coefficient X increases with decreasing U. The collision ef¬

ficiency a gives the fraction of collisions effectively resulting in attachment of the parti¬

cle and reaches 1 in the absence of repulsive forces. A simple way to account for het-

eiogeneous deposition within a population of bacteria is to postulate two subpopulations

of cells with different collision efficiencies a^ and a^

C~^C0(f\lsl exp(-atKlXL) + /;,cu exp(-«ilowXL))
f + f =

1
J fast / slow

x

where ffäHt and /siovv denote the fractions of the population undergoing fast and slow re¬

moval, respectively.
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TABLE 2.1. Parameters used for calculation of collector efficiency rj and interaction energy AG1
DLVO

parameter source

' bead sand grain/collector radiusa [m] 1.3 x 10"1 This study

/'cell cell/particle radius [m] 5.0 x 10"7 Rijnaarts et al. 1993

P porosity [-] 0.45 This study

M water viscosity [kgrrf1 s"1] 1.0 x 10'3

Aell cell density [kg m" '] 1.1 x 103 Bouwer and Rittmann 1992

Av water density [kg m"'] 1.0 x 103

Dccll diffusion coefficient for cells [m2 s"1] 4.3 x 10"13 Rijnaarts et al. 1993

/ ionic strength [M] 8 x l()"3 This study

U Darcy velocity [m s"1] 3.4 x 10"6 This study

g gravitational acceleration [m kg s~~] 9.81

kB Boltzmann constant j J K" ] 1.38 x 10"23

T temperature [K] 295

A
cwg

Hamaker constant cell-water-glassb [J] 7.0 x 10"21 Rijnaarts et al. 1995a

4cell ^-potential of cells [V| -23 x 10"3 This study

Ssand C-potential of sand [V] -37 x 10"3 This study

St dielectric constant [-] 78

£o vacuum permittivity [C J"1 m" '] 8.85 x 10"12

ALW decay length for retarded Lifshitz-van 1.0 x 10"7 Elimelech and O'Melia

der Waals interactions [m] 1990

e water contact angle [°J 32 Logan et al. 1995

2AB decay length for acid-base

interactions [m]

1.0 x 10"9 van Oss 1994

h0 distance of closest approach for acid-

base interactions [m]

1.6 x 10"10 van Oss 1994

'

Numbci based mean.
b
Values for sand appioximated b\ a allies for glass.

Estimation of interaction energy according to the DLVO theory of colloid sta¬

bility. Although live bacteria are more complex than abiotic colloids, they can basically
be regarded to follow the principles of colloid chemistry (van Loosdrecht, et al. 1989).

The interaction energy AGDLX0(h) between a cell (radius rCCii) and a flat plate (collector

with îadius rbCad and rcen ^< /wi) was estimated as described by Elimelech and O'Melia

(1990) except that besides the terms accounting foi retarded Lifshitz - van der Waals
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attractions (AG ) and electrostatic interactions (AG
'

) incorporation of a third term

arising from acid-base type interactions (zlGAB) was considered (van Oss 1994). For

reasons given below, we confined our calculations to the region beyond the energy bar¬

rier resulting from electrostatic repulsion (secondary minimum of AG ). Our calcu¬

lations of zlGDLV0(/;) were based on the parameters in Table 2.1. Similar to Meinders el

al. (1995), we found that we could neglect AGkB under these conditions. Note that use

of a term for retarded Lifshitz-Van der Waals forces results in less pronounced secon¬

dary minima than those obtained with the unretarded term for zlGLW and sphere-plate

geometry (Meinders, et al. 1995; Rijnaarts. et al. 1995a).

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Deposition and release of Pseudomonas sp. B13 in sand columns

Dilute suspensions of Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 were percolated through sand col¬

umns of a length L = 3.1 cm at Darcy velocities 1.2 < £/<- 1.3 cm h"
.
The fairly low

Peelet numbers Pe - LU/(pDdlsp) we deduced from tracer experiments with KBr (8 < Pe

< 15) show the importance of dispersion processes. These lead to smooth curvatures at

the edges of the input steps, but do not affect the breakthrough level (Figure 2.1). Plots

of relative cell densities in the column outflow (C/Cq) against time normalized to the

number of pore volumes exchanged (r*) showed an incomplete and unretarded initial

breakthrough of cells after t* — 1 PV followed by a leveling-off for /* > 2 PV (Figure

2.1).

Usually the plateau after the initial breakthrough was nearly horizontal, although both a

slight increase or decrease of C G) with time were observed occasionally. Confidence

intervals of C/Cq reached 0.07 for /; = 23 (Figure 2,2). Upon flushing the columns with

cell-free solutions of identical chemical composition, we only found slight tailing during
the wash out. The above findings indicate that detachment is negligible under these con¬

ditions, and that first order removal of cells governs deposition. This seems reasonable

since the estimated maximal surface coverage remained below 1.3 %. However, after

changing the inflow to deionized water. 10 - 35 % of the deposited cells were flushed

out of the columns (Figure 2.1). This shows that the deposition was partially reverted by
the increased electrostatic repulsion between sand and bacteria (Gannon, et al. 1991a;

Rijnaarts, et al. 1995a) resulting fiom the lowered ionic strength (Hunter 1981). In con¬

trast to other studies (Roy and Dzombak 1996). percolation with a buffer of/- 1.0 mM

amended with Na2SO+ instead of MgS04 did not enhance the release of cells (Fig¬
ure 2.1). We therefore concluded that exchange of bivalent Mg21 with monovalent Na+

was not critical for reversibility.
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FIGURE 2.1. Relative cell density C/C0 in the outlet of sand columns as a function of normalized time r*

showing breakthrough and wash out {L = 3,1 cm, U= 1.2 cm lr1). Cells suspended in buffers amended

with MgSÛ4 (/tot = 8 mM) were pumped through replicate columns. After 2.8 pore volumes (arrow on the

left) the influent solution was replaced by a cell free buffer of the same composition. A switch in the col¬

umn feed to deionized water after 6.2 pore volumes (arrow on the right) resulted in a wash-out of 10 —

35 % of the deposited cells (•, data from a representative experiment are shown). Washout was not en¬

hanced when a buffer of lower ionic strength containing Na^SCu in place of MgSCMwas used instead ( O,
/,0l = 1 mM). This indicates that exchange of Mg2+ by Na+ was not of great importance for the system. A

representative tracer curve obtained by following the breakthrough of 1.0 mM KBr online is shown for

comparison ( , pulse duration = 3.3 pore volumes).

2.3.2 Effect of column length L on C/Q in the outflow

In contrast to eq 2.1, levels of C/Co after initial breakthrough decreased very slowly

once column length exceeded 3 cm (Figure 2.2). Further experiments confirmed that

almost all the cells that were not retained in a first column passed a second identical

column without hindrance (Figure 2.2), a finding which can be understood only by as¬

suming that the collision efficiency a is not the same for all the bacteria in the initial

suspension. The fraction of cells depositing fast according to eq 2.3 was estimated at/fast
= 0.36 ± 0.048 and the respective collision efficiency at ow

~ 0.32 ± 0.15 by least

square fitting. In order to obtain reasonable agreement with our observations as\0Vt had to

be fixed below 10"^ x afast.
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FIGURE 2.2. Relative cell density C/C0 in the column outlet after initial breakthrough as a function of col¬

umn length L (•) for 1.2 cm lr1 < U< 1.3 cm lr1 and 1- 8 mM. For the points at 17 mm, 32 mm, and

64 mm the 95 % confidence interval is given (;; = 5, n = 23 and n - 6, respectively). A curve obtained by
fitting eq 2.3 to the datapoints is shown ( ). Datapoints obtained with columns connected to the out¬

flow of a second identical column (O) show that the overall collision efficiency a varies within the popula¬
tion, A curve describing favorable deposition according to colloid filtration theory is given for comparison

( ,
X - 278 irr1, parameters given in Table 2 1 )

More complicated models tested for adequacy to describe the variability of a (normal

distribution, log-normal distribution) did not improve agreement with the experimental

findings (data not shown). Cells leaving the sand columns fractionated again in the same

manner when regrown on fresh medium, thus suggesting that differences in genotype

were not responsible for the heterogeneity within the bacterial culture. In order to test

whether bacterial excretions gradually modified the collector surface during column

passage (Neu and Marshall 1990), we pretreated sand columns with the supernatant of

centrifuged cell suspensions. Deposition in the pretreated columns, however, remained

the same as in untreated controls. As cell size and shape were expected to be critical

factors for bacterial deposition (Gamion, et al. 1991b; Weiss, et al. 1995), we compared

length and width of cells in the outflow and in the inflow of a column (Table 2.2). Al¬

though cells in the outflow tended to be slightly smaller, the expected change in the

deposition rate was unimportant. Differences in contact angles, or ^-potentials between
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cells in the outflow and those in the feed were small compared to the measurement pre¬

cision (Table 2.2) and therefore considered insignificant.

TABLE 2.2. Comparison of cell properties before and after column passage of

Pseudomonas sp, strain B13 (/ = 8 mM)

cell property before after

electrophoretic mobility
a [10"8 m2 V"1 s"11 -1.9 (0.2) -2.1

contact anglesa [°] ^2 (5) [25 -jb 30

lengthc [nm] 1.50 (0.08) 1.39 (0.07)

widthc [urn] 1.08 (0.04) 0.89 (0.03)

a

Means from two independent experiments are given. Values in brackets give measurement

precision derived from larger series.
b

In one experiment data after column passage were un¬

reliable due to the low amount of cells available.
c

Data from a single experiment where 40

cells in the inflow and 80 cells in the outflow were measmcd on photomicrographs, the 95%

confidence inteival is given m biackcts

2.3.3 Consequences for the calculation of the collision efficiency a

When our findings based on eq 2.3 are interpreted with a single a for the whole popula¬

tion, they result in a dependency of a on the filtration path length L (Figure 2.3). This

dependency can be expressed as a local a\0CA\(L) derived from the slope of C/Cq vs. L.

Upon equating the first derivatives with respect to L of cqs 2.1 and 2.3 substituting for C

from eq 2.3 and solving for a we obtain

a (L\ = /iastexp(-ftto;iZ,)afet+/slow exp(-asl0„iZ)aslOT
/.,s< exP(- «rastti) + 4 exP<r oc^AL)

This approach underlines the agreement of our findings with published data obtained

from the biomass distribution in columns filled with glass beads (Albinger, et al. 1994).

More often, however, average collision efficiencies QWiaee UP t0 filtration distance L are

reported without (McCaulou, et al. 1994; Gross and Logan 1995; Jewetti et al. 1995) or

only with scarce (Harvey and Garabedian 1991) information on variability with L. In

our case, QWige can be calculated by equating the logarithms of eqs 2.1 and 2.3.
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FIGURE 2.3. Apparent collision efficiencies «vs. column length L as calculated based on eq. 2.3 with the

parameters derived from Figure 2.2 [fkKi = 0.36, aL^
= 0 32, «slcm = 0 0032). Curves show local a(L) and

average a in columns of length L. The latter value for a is obtained when measured C/C0 data for vari¬

ous L are interpreted in terms of filtration theory according to eq 2.1.

2.3.4 Cell surface characterization

As shown in Table 2.2, electrophoretic mobility uE and contact angles of bacteria are in

agreement with published data obtained with other media (Rijnaarts, et al. 1993). In

contrast to other investigators (Grasso, et al. 1996), we didn't find any variation during
the life cycle. The isoelectric point reported at pH = 2.2 indicates the presence of cell

surface polysaccharides (Rijnaarts. et al. 1995b). Electron micrographs revealed the

presence of condensed material on the cell surface (Figure 2.4). This layer extended 20 -

50 nm into the medium and contained high amounts of LPS as shown by direct isola¬

tion. We purified the O-antigens. which are the part of the LPS actually reaching into

the medium, and found number averaged and mass averaged molecular weights of

16 kDa and 18 kDa, respectively, corresponding to approximate chain lengths of 36 and

40 nm (Kastowsky. et al. 1992).
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FIGURE 2.4. Electron micrograph of Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 after freeze substitution. On the cell

body bounded by the two membrane layers, a diffuse layer of condensed material is visible. The bar is

0.5 urn in length.

2.3.5 Discussion of the proposed model in terms of the DLVO-theory of colloid stability

Figure 2.5 shows an estimate of the interaction energy /ÎGDLVO as a function of surface

to surface distance h for a cell approaching a sand grain. Basically, the attractive Lif-

shitz-van der Waals attraction counteracts the electrostatic repulsion between the two

negatively charged surfaces. For all the contributions to zlGDLVO, the outer membrane of

the cells was used as a reference for the separation distance h. This definition certainly is

somewhat arbitrary in the presence of LPS as the outer boundary of the cells is fuzzy.

The error in the //-scale is likely to be well below the polymer length, however. For

AGih this argument is supported by the fact that most of the negative charge of LPS is

located close to the core region (Ferris and Beveridge 1986; Makin and Beveridge 1996;

flicker, et al. 1997) and experiments with abiotic particles suggest that the shift is

smaller than 10 nm in the presence of polymers (Hunter 1981). According to our calcu¬

lations, a cell approaching a sand grain faces an energy barrier of several 100 &bT due to

electrostatic repulsion at h ~ 20 nm. In addition, comparison with the thickness of the

LPS coating makes immediately clear that many cells will be sterically hindered to reach

such a close distance. We thus can restrict our reasoning to the secondary minimum re¬

gion of AGDLV0(h) on the solution side of the energy barrier.
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FIGURE 2.5. Interaction energy zlGDIV0 vs separation distance h for a bacterium approaching a sand

grain The energy curve was estimated according to the DLVO-theory of colloid stability with the parame¬

ters given in Table 2 1 An energy barrier of several hundred kBl together with the lipopolysacchandes
found on the cells are likely to keep them at least 20 nm from the sand surface This indicates that depo¬
sition is governed by the secondary minima of the interaction energy curve

Similar to ideas proposed by Marshall et al (1971), the deposition of bacteria could

be rationalized in two steps: First, cells must have a kinetic energy smaller than the

minimum in the interaction eneig> at the distance of closest possible approach (Flogg

and Yang 1976, Marmui 1979, Hahn 199S). The collision efficiency a is then limited by

the fraction of cells which satisfies this condition, all the others diffuse away from the

surface immediately. But the cells learning close to the collector are still subject to shear

stress. A second step consisting in binding to the sand grains is thus required to keep

them in place for a longer time.

The first step is determined by Brownian motion at low flow rates where the frequen¬
cies of the kinetic eneigies Ekm in the population f(Ekm) can be assumed to follow the

Maxu ell distiibution (Gehitsen. et al 1989)

O p f r-. / \

f(E, )- - l-^kïï-evnl - kn/
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and thus the upper limit of the collision efficiency might be derived from the depth of

the secondary minimum in the interaction energy curve AGmm:

«i,si ih
= j/(£L«n ) dE = 1 -- j / (EUn ) clE (2.6)

0 -AG,,,,,

In our calculations we found a minimum in AGDtwofh) at /?mm = 29 nm with AGmm =-

-0.8 &bT. resulting in a theoretical collision efficiency ^fast th
= 0.34. For cells carrying a

lot of LPS chains longer than /?mm, AG at the distance of closest possible approach will

be smaller in magnitude than zl(7mm, thus leading to a decrease of crrasi- Our experimental

estimate aiast - 0.32 as derived from C;Co data seems thus in reasonable agreement with

the predictions.

We propose that the discrimination between the two subpopulations /jas, and fa0Vr

would occur in the second step. Only the ability of the cells in the fraction /rast to anchor

themselves fast enough to the sand grains makes them adhere with a collision efficiency

afa,t. We think that the LPS molecules on the cell surface are responsible for this an¬

choring. Many authors suggested that surface polymers like LPS played an important

role in bacterial adhesion (Rijnaarts. et al. 1995a). Their molecular dimensions result in

small colloidal forces. Hence, they are not subject to repulsion to the same extent as en¬

tire bacteria are and they can contact a mineral surface. Once in close contact. LPS were

shown to form hydrogen bonds with a binding energy of approximately 2.5 A^T each

(fucker, el al. 1997). If only a small portion of all the LPS molecules on a bacterium

formed hydrogen bonds, the resulting binding energy would be high enough to anchor

the cell. That this mechanism could indeed lead to deposition of cells is supported by

interference reflection microscopy showing that bacteria may be attached while re¬

maining at distances of up to 100 nm from the surface (Fletcher 1988).

We hypothesize that the LPS of the fraction of cells /S|0W with the low collision effi¬

ciency a,iow do not allow for immediate anchoring. Although their kinetic energy is low

enough to prevent immediate escape, they are expected to be easily driven towards the

bulk suspension. As a consequence, as\0^ has to be smaller than a^t- The residence time

of these cells close to the energy minimum is suggested to depend on numerous factors,

e.g. the time needed to diffuse out of the diffusion boundary layer (Ryan and Elimelech

1 996), hydrodynaniic shear forces and collision frequencies with other cells (van de Ven

1989; Meinders, et al. 1995). Elimelech and O'Melia (Elimelech and O'Melia 1990)
summarize theoretical considerations predicting that in case of secondary minimum

deposition particles trapped near the surface but not immobilized are driven to the rear

stagnation point of the collector (Elimelech and O'Melia 1990). As several particles
reach this point, they start expelling each other out of the minimum again. This results

in a reversible kinetic process and orsiow would no longer remain constant over time

(Halm 1995).
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To date, the differences within the microbial population leading to the observed het¬

erogeneity in the deposition remain unknown. Considering the tentative role of LPS in

cell adhesion, either a varying average LPS length, or variations in LPS composition

leading to heterogeneous physico-chemical properties are possible explanations (Makin

and Beveridge 1996).

2.3.6 Effect of Darcy velocity U on C/C0

For U> 1 cm If1 the observed C/Co were in good agreement with predictions based on

eqs 2.2 and 2.3 with the parameters calibrated to the C(L) data of Figure 2.2 (Figure

2.6). For lower flow velocities however, where the fraction of cells/^t filtering with

«fast is entirely removed during column passage, deposition was underestimated. This

implicates that the collision efficiency as\oy, of the slow deposition increases with a de¬

creasing flow velocity and gradually exceeds the upper limit obtained from Figure 2.2

where asiow < 10"" x Ofast. This seems plausible, given the cumulated effects of decreas¬

ing shear forces and increasing thickness of the diffusion boundary layer as mentioned

above. Furthermore, the validity of the approximations used to calculate n remains un¬

certain for low flow rates (Ryan and Elimelech 1996). The calculation of the theoretical

removal is thus subjected to increasing uncertainty at low flow velocities.The critical

role of the flow velocity is further illustrated by a comparison with other deposition data

obtained with Pseudomonas sp. strain B13. Rijnaarts et al. attributed its poor adhesion

to glass or teflon under static conditions in batch as well as in columns to steric hin¬

drance resulting in a low a (Rijnaarts, et al. 1995a) or blocking (Rijnaarts, et al. 1996),

respectively. As U in our experiments was approximately 20 times lower, we observed

improved removal in agreement with colloid filtration theory following eq 2.2. Only the

use of these conditions allowed us to derive the model we propose.

2.3.7 Implications for the transport of microbes in porous media

Apart from hydrodynamic heterogeneity in aquifers, infra-population variability may

result in surprisingly high microbial travel distances in the subsurface. Additionally,

extrapolations are uncertain since a change in flow parameters might lead to a different

deposition regime as we showed foi the flow velocity. The colloid filtration theory as

well as the DLVO-theory of colloid stability pro\ide valuable frameworks for assessing

transport of bacteria in aquifers but interpretations should be subject to careful verifica¬

tion.
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FIGURE 2.6. Relative cell density C/CQ in the column outlet after initial breakthrough (2 pore volumes <

t* < 4 pore volumes) as a function of Darcy velocity U at an ionic strength of I = 8 mM, A theoretical

curve obtained from eq 2.3 with the parameters derived from Figure 2,2 (- ,/fast = 0.36, afast
= 0.32,

a,imv
= 0,0032) is in agreement with the experimental data as long as deposition is dominated by ffj!bt and

«fasi (C/Co >/si<m). For slower flow however, where C/G depends on/çiow and asiow deposition is under¬

estimated, A curve describing favorable deposition according to the colloid filtration theory with the pa¬

rameters given in Table 2,1 is shown for comparison ( ),
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Abstract

The need to understand important factors affecting the spread of bacteria in groundwater aqui¬

fers is evident for fields as diverse as drinking water safety or environmental engineering con¬

cerned with bioremediation of polluted sites. For example, increasing concentrations of dissolved

minerals tend to increase the deposition efficiency of bacteria in porous media. As bacteria and

mineral surfaces are mostly negatively charged, this is generally assumed to be a consequence

of the higher ionic strength, which leads to stronger shielding of the surface charges by the

counterion-cloud in solution. However, we found Mg2*- to enhance deposition of Pseudomonas

sp. strain B13 in sand columns with respect to a solution of identical ionic strength containing Na+

instead. Hence bivalent cations are likely to affect microbial deposition more specifically, for ex¬

ample due to specific binding to the cell surface. Moreover, low concentrations of Pb2+or Cu2+

reverted the electro-kinetic potential of strain B13, thus providing additional evidence for this hy¬

pothesis. Recently, we showed strain B13 to split up in an well-adhering and in a non-adhering

subpopulation. In experiments conducted with Mg2+ and Na+ at various ionic strength, bivalent

cations seemed to increase both the well-adhering subpopulation and its adhesion efficiency.

3.1 Introduction

Microbial adhesion is affected by the composition of the suspending medium. This is a

consequence of the importance of electrostatic forces for adhesion, and of their sensitiv¬

ity to modification of the actual surface charge by bound ions, or to shielding by the

counterion-cloud in solution (Hunter 1981: Stumm and Morgan 1996). If the adhesion

substratum is negatively charged like most bacteria are at circumneutral pH, an increase

in electrolyte concentration reduces electrostatic repulsion and adhesion increases (Mar¬

shall, et al. 1971; Abbott, et al. 1983: Gordon and Millero 1984; van Loosdrecht, et al.

1989; Scholl, et al. 1990). It seems therefore not surprising that several research groups

found pronounced effects of electrolyte concentration on the removal efficiency of bac¬

teria in porous media (Goldshmid, et al. 1972; Gannon, et al. 1991; Martin, et al. 1992;

Jewett, et ai. 1995; Rijnaarts. et al. 1996). Groundwater composition is thus expected to

influence the spread of bacteria in the subsurface, which is of concern to diverse fields

ranging from drinking-water safety to engineered bioremediation of contaminated aqui¬
fers.

The eminent role of electrolyte chemistry for microbial adhesion is also confirmed

by the stimulation of adhesion by polyvalent cations (Marshall, et al. 1971; Goldshmid,

et al. 1972; Fletcher 1988). As for the concentration effects described above, this might
be due to more effective shielding of the surface charge by compression of the electric

double-layer, because both higher concentrations of ions or higher charge per ion lead to

an increased charge density in solution. The contribution of individual ion-types to the
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where C, and z, are the concentrations and the valencies of every ion species / in solu¬

tion, respectively. When we converted published data which showed that MgSÛ4 in¬

creased the reversible sorption of Achromobacter strain R8 with respect to NaCl (Mar¬

shall, et al. 1971) from salt concentrations to solution ionic strengths, we indeed discov¬

ered the two series to superimpose. On the other hand, cell envelopes of gram-negative

and gram-positive bacteria are known to bind cations (Beveridge, et al. 1995), and lipo¬

polysacchandes (LPS) on the surface of gram-negative bacteria were shown to contain

high-affinity binding sites for bivalent cations (Schindler and Osborn 1979; Coughlin, et

al. 1983; Ferris and Beveridge 1986). It seems therefore likely that the influence of

polyvalent cations on microbial adhesion is not only restricted to the mere effects of

altered ionic strength I.

During our studies on transport and deposition of Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 in

sand columns, we found Mg~F to increase deposition of bacteria in comparison to Na
,

although ionic strength was kept constant. On the following pages, we present the result

of our efforts to understand this finding and its consequences for the subsurface trans¬

port of bacteria. As described earlier (Chapter 2), we found strain B13 to split up in a

well-adhering and a non-adhering subpopulation, and we further wanted to know how

bivalent cations affected deposition in this respect. Finally, we compare our findings

with a mechanistic interpretation of the deposition process based on an extended

DLVO-theory of colloid stability .

3.2 Materials and methods

Organism and culture conditions. Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 (Dom, et al. 1974) is a

gram-negative organism able to utilize 3-chlorobenzoic acid (3-cba) as the sole source

of carbon and energy. Strain B13 is rather lndrophilic and negatively charged at cir-

cumneutral pFl (Rijnaarts, et al. 199^). Cells are co\ercd by a dense layer of lipopoly¬

sacchandes (LPS), extending 20 - 50 nm from the outer membrane (Chapter 2). We

grew the organisms in phosphate buffer containing minerals and trace elements, which

was additionally amended with 5 mM of 3-cba (Tros, et al. 1996). Cell suspensions

were prepared with the desired electrolytes after harvest of starved cells by centrifuga-

tion (Chapter 2).

Electrolyte chemistry. Electrohtes used for preparing cell suspensions and for

equilibiating the columns were based on the growth medium, in which phosphate was

replaced by MOPS/NaOH buffer at pH - 7.2 and (NH,):S04 was used instead of
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MI4NO1. We then added MgS04 or Na2S04 to this solution in order to obtain electro¬

lytes with a total ionic strength of / = 100 mM. These main electrolytes accounted for

approximately 70 % of the final ionic strength. Electrolytes of lower 1 were obtained by

dilution. In some cases, other salts replaced MgS04 or Na?SOj in solutions with / =

10 mM. Although thermodynamic data suggest the formation of soluble Ca- or

MgSO40-complexes for electrolytes containing the respective salts and I > 10 mM

(Stumm and Morgan 1996), we found that solution conductivity was not reduced ac¬

cordingly (not shown). In contrast to a previous report (Chapter 2), we therefore decided

to neglect the effect of complex formation on 1. All electrolytes were prepared with de-

ionized water (NANOpure Cartridge System. SKAN, Basel. Switzerland).

Deposition Experiments. We conducted filtration experiments in glass columns

(2.5 cm I.D., Omnifit, Cambridge, UK) with polyethylene frits (25 pm pore diameter) as

described previously (Chapter 2). Briefly, the columns were packed wet with washed

cristobalite sand (Fluka, Buchs. Switzerland) to bed-heights of 3.2 or 6.4 cm with a po¬

rosity p = 0.45. We operated the columns in downflow mode with a peristaltic pump

(Ismatec, Glattbrugg, Switzerland) at Dam-velocities 1.2 cm If1 < U < 1.3 cm If1.

Connecting tubings consisted of polyethylene and tygon® (Ismatec, Glattbrugg, Swit¬

zerland). We started filtration studies with bacterial suspensions (Co ~ 10 cells mL"1 )

after equilibrating the columns for at least 10 pore volumes (PV) with the respective

solution without bacteria. Column outlets were sampled with fraction collectors. We

deduced relative cell densities in the column outlet with respect to the column inlet

(C/Co) from turbidity measurements at 280 nm after carefully shaking the sample vials.

The breakthrough of 1.0 111M KBr was followed online at 220 nm with a Jasco 870-UV

detector (Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) in tracer tests without cells.

Surface characterization, (i) Electrophoretic mobility and ^-potential. Electro¬

phoretic mobility uj, of suspended bacteria and sand particles was measured by dynamic

light scattering (Zetamaster, Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) in the media used for

the column experiments. We calculated ^-potentials at the electrokinetic shear plane

from he with the Henry correlation (Hunter 1981. eq 3.3.5), which is adequate except

for very low L In order to obtain estimates for the „""-potential of sand, we ground sand in

a mortal and determined ur of the fraction remaining in suspension for several hours.

(ii) Contact angles. Contact angles of liquid droplets on a bacterial lawn were deter¬

mined as described by van Loosdrecht et al. (1987),

Estimation of interaction energy AG0^0'^. Although live bacteria are more com¬

plex than abiotic colloids, they can basically be regarded to follow the principles of

colloid chemistry (Marshall, et al. 1971; Rutter and Vincent 1980; Busscher and Weer-

kamp 1987; van Loosdrecht, et al. 1989). It is common practice to quantify unspecific

long-range forces between a cell (radius rcou) and a sand grain (radius r\,0Ai\) based on the

DLVO-theory of colloid stability (Marshall, et al. 1971; Rutter and Vincent 1980;

Busscher and Weerkamp 1987; a an I oosdrecht. et al. 1989) The "classical' approach to
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TABLE 3.1. General Parameters for Calculation of Interaction Energy /1GD! V0"AB

parameter

/'bead sand grain/collector radius [m]

/•Ccii cell/particle radius [m]

// water viscosity [kg m"1 s~l]

kß Boltzmann constant [J K"1]

7^ temperature [K]

1.3 x 10"4

5.0 x 10"''

8.9 x 10"4

1.38 x KT23

298

yfcwg Hamaker constant cell-water-glassa [J] 6.4 x 10
21

£o

X
,w

X

ho

AB

dielectric constant for water [-] 78 4

permittivity of the vacuum [C~ J" m" ] 8.85 x 10"12

decay length for retarded Lifshitz- 1.0 x 10"7
van der Waals interactions [m]

decay length for acid-base 1.0 x 1(f9
interactions [m]

distance of closest approach for acid- 1.6 x 1(X10
base interactions Inf]

source

Chapter 2

Rijnaarts, et al. 1993

Rijnaarts, et al. 1995a

Gregory 1981

van Oss 1994

van Oss 1994

"'

Values for glass wcic used to appioxnnate interaction eneigies foi sand. The result is almost identical if

Ac denved from C
*

(table 3.2) is used to calculate the compound Hamaker constant.

-L\\
Use of a retarded term for AG instead of an unretarded one results in less pro¬

nounced secondary minima, fo calculate AGEL. we used an expression derived for con¬

stant-potentials (Hogg, et al. 1966). where we inserted ^-potentials for the surface po¬

tentials. Following an 'extended' DLVO-approach like others before us (Meinders, et al.

1995; Grasso, et al. 1996; Jucker. et al. 1998a). we included an additional term (AG^B)
in order to account for relatively short-ranging 'acid-base'-type forces (van Oss 1994).
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Although the existence of such forces, often ascribed to 'hydrophilic' or 'hydrophobic'

effects, is widely recognized, their physical basis as well as the adequate way to de¬

scribe them are still a matter of debate (Ryan and Elimelech 1996). Due to its short

range, AGAH affects mainly the primary minimum region of AG
'

(h). We calcu¬

lated AGAB from estimates for polar surface energy components derived from contact

angle measurements on bacterial lawns with three different liquids (Table 3.2).

TABLE 3.2. Contact Angles and Surface Energy Components Needed for Calculation of zlG0
-\B

contact angle 6 [°]
a

components fmJ

v
IAV

y

m J

water fa dm V

bacteria 32 40 52 32.4b 0.22b 57.6b

glassc 11 11 -d 50.3° <0.01b 58.8b

wateri 21.8 25.5 25.5

formamide 39.0 2.8 39.6

diiodomethane
'

50.8 0 0

a

Confidence intervals were 5 - 10 % from at least three independent filters with several measure¬

ments each. Liquids used besides water were formamide (fa) and diiodomethane (dm).
D
Derived

from contact angles.
c

Values for glass were used to approximate interaction energies for sand.
cl

Contact angle measurements are unreliable due to high smface energy of glass resulting in rapid
spreading of the droplets.

c

From Humaker-consxm\t 1 - 1 0 \ 10"'° J (Lyklema 1996) according to

7LW = /J/(24;r/o2) (van Oss 1994).
'
Values compiled b> \an Oss (1994).

Filtration model. About ten years ago, clean bed filtration theory (Yao, et al. 1971)

was suggested to be applicable to irreversible first order removal of bacteria in porous

media at low surface coverages (Harvey and Garabedian 1991; Martin, et al. 1992)

CIC0 = exp
j> (!-/>) A

4 /;

- ijaL (3.2)

where L is the length of the flow path. ;/ is the single collector efficiency, and a is

the collision efficiency. The collector efficiency ;/ describes the transport of particles
from the bulk solution to the collector surface and can be theoretically derived from ap¬

proximate solutions to the convective-diffiision equation (Yao, et al. 1971; Logan, et al.

19951. In the flow-\elocity range we used. r\ is mainly determined by diffusive trans¬

port. The collision efficiency a corresponds to the fraction of collisions which effec¬

tively result in attachment of the particle, and is expected to depend on zi(7DLV0"AB (/7)
and other factors.
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3.3.1 Effect of Cation Type and Ionic Strength on Deposition of Bacteria

Deposition of Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 in sand columns was shown to be irreversi¬

ble unless the chemistry of the suspending medium was changed (Chapter 2). As indi¬

cated by the height of the plateau reached after initial breakthrough, deposition of bacte-

1 I

ria was more efficient in solutions containing substantial amounts of Mg- -cations than

in solutions with identical ionic strength I but amended with NaT (Figure 3.1). Based on

9 independent pairs of column experiments, we found Mg2+ to increase the amount of

deposited bacteria by 54 % on average (P = 0.014).

O® MgS04

d m Na2S04

cyaQcüSUD \

fBo0Û0^0000

5 \
t

0 12 3 4 5 6

normalized time f* [pore volumes]

FIGURE 3.1. Influence of cation type on relative cell density C'C0 in the outflow of sand columns. Repre¬
sentative data from replicate columns are shown together with a tracer curve ( ,

1 mM KBr-pulse).
The shielding of the negative surface charges on cells and sand is expected to depend on ionic strength
I, which was kept at 10 mM for both electrolytes. In order to increase deposition as observed, MgSÜ4 is

therefore expected to reduce electrostatic repulsion by affecting the surface charges directly.

The change in cell deposition was accompanied by a change in the ^'-potential of sus¬

pended cells (Table 3.3). This points to electrostatic forces being involved. In support of

this hypothesis, we found changes in I to affect both cell deposition (Figure 3.2) and Ç-
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potentials (Table 3.4). In contrast to the replacement of bivalent cations by monovalent

ones, substitution of the S04~"-anions with NO3" did neither alter deposition (not

shown), nor affect ^-potentials (Table 3.3). Similar to our findings for MgS04-

electrolytes (Chapter 2). rinsing with deionized water resulted in a washout of 20-35 %

of the deposited cells for NaiSCVelectrolytes (not shown). This indicates that deposi¬

tion was only partially reverted by the increased electrostatic repulsion between sand

and bacteria resulting from the lowered ionic strength. Although a modest influence of

ionic strength on cell surface hydrophobics has been reported for other strains (Makin

and Beveridge 1996), water contact angles remained invariably at 31 °

regardless of the

electrolyte used to prepare the cell lawns (data not shown).

TABLE 3.3. Electrophoretic Mobility ^ and ^Potential of Pseudomonas sp. Strain B13 and Ground

Quartz Sand Particles

electro lytea Pseudomonas sp. B13 ground quartz sand
ll

b
wE n

.-c

<3 llE n
3

[TO^nrV's- '] [mV] [10~8m2V"' s"1] [mV]

K7SO4 -2.6 ± 0.33 5 -34 -4.0 1 -52

KNO3 -2.4 i0.43 5 -31 -4.2 1 -54

Na^S04 -2.4-0.21 10 -32 -3.6 1 -46

NaN03 -2.3 i0.28 n
1 -31 -4.3 1 -55

CaS04 -1.7i0.10 6 -23 -2.6 1 -33

Ca(N03)2 -1.6 40.13 7 -21 -2.7 1 -35

MgS04 -1.9*0.17 9 -25 -2.9i0.77 3 -38

MgfNC» -1.8 :i 0.19 7 -23 -2.9 I -37

''MOPS buffers where the indicated salts accounted for ~ 70 % of the total ionic strength (7-10 mM).
''Electrophoretic mobility with 9S ",, confidence intervals 110m n independent experiments with multi¬

ple measurements each.
c

^-potentials were derived from uz. '''Particles small enough to remain sus-

pended for several hours were measured.
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FIGURE 3.2. Influence of solution ionic strength /on relative cell density C/C0 in the outflow of sand col¬

umns Filled and open symbols are representative data from columns with L - 3 2 cm and L = 6.4 cm,

respectively For MgSCM-electrolytes and / = 100 mM, formation of cell aggregates was observed (sym¬
bols with crosses), and these datapoints were omitted from discussion. Data for I = 10 mM are means

from several independent expenments and error bars indicate 95 % confidence intervals (;? = 12 for short

columns with NaS04-electrolytes and 23/6 for MgS04-electrolytes and short/long columns, respectively)
The diamond in the upper left corner of the lower panel was obtained from an experiment with deionized

water (/< 10"6 M), The dotted horizontal line corresponds to C/C,} for the case that only a subpopulation
of 36 % of the bacteria is removed efficiently, the situation encountered for MgSCU-electrolytes and I =

10 mM (Chapter 2)
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TABLE 3.4. ^-Potentials Used for Calculation of AG'

electr•olyte
fl

biicteria sand

salt I[M]

10-3

cb[mV]

-42

amV]

-80c'd

Na,S04 io-2

101

ur

-n

-19

-25

-46'

-25
e

-39
b

MgS04 10-

10"1

-25

-19

-38'

-24'

aMOPS buffers where the indicated salts accounted for ~ 70 % of the total ionic strength.
b
Derived from electrophoretic mobilit).

c

Streaming potentials for glass (Rijnaarts. et al.

1995)
d

Streaming potentials foi quaitz (Somasundaran andKulkaini 1973).

The finding that the cation-type affects the electrostatics at the negatively charged

surfaces of sand and bacteria, but the anion-type does not, is consistent with the well

known dominant role of counterions in colloid chemistry (Hunter 1981). In contrast to

other studies (Marshall, et al. 1971; Goldshmid, et al. 1972; Fletcher 1988), we may rale

out the observed effect to be a consequence of a stronger shielding of the surface charge

due to compression of the adjacent ion cloud alone. The thickness of this double layer is

assumed to depend on 1 (Hunter 1981), which was identical for the respective experi¬

ments with MgS04 or Na^SCC. The reduced C-potential can therefore only be explained

by sorption of Mg"4 within the electrokinetic shear-plane, which results in reduced ap¬

parent surface charge ctq and surface potential y/ç>.

3.3.2 Constant Capacitance Model of the Solid-Liquid Interface Applies for Monovalent

Cations

Following a simplified Stem-lay q\ concept (Hunter 1981; Stumm and Morgan 1996),

the negative charge of the cell surface <t0 is counteibalanced by the positive charge in

the diffuse ion cloud in the suspending electrolyte oj. The surface charge ctq may consist

of structural charge, proton charge, or charge arising from complexed ions. The two

charged planes are separated by a small distance d, and they can be understood as a

small capacitor, with a constant potential at the surface y/n, a potential y/A at distance d,

and the capacitance of the u/er//-lay er Ä.V

CT, " -" K-- ^,A\4 i/ZjA; (3 3 a)
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FIGURE 3.3. Charge density ad of the diffuse double layer at the electrokinetic shear-plane as a function

of ^'-potentials, ^-potentials were derived from measured electrophoretic mobilities ?/n. An approximation
for ctô can be obtained from the ^-potentials by integrating the Poisson-Boltzmann equation from infinity
up to the electrokinetic shear-plane There are different expressions available for this integral, which we

found to yield comparable results We chose the expression derived for the double layer around a sphere
(Hunter 1981, eq 2,3,37), which is appropriate unless / is very low, Data are plotted for ionic strength

increasing from I = 10-5 M to 101 M from left to right, The assumption of a constant surface potential y/0

and a constant capacity K$ seems justified for Na2S04-electrolytes and I> 104 M (dotted regression line

according to eq 3,3 b; slope Ä's = 45 ±

1.4 x10l7± 0,01 x1017em-2,r2 = 100).

0.7 if cm-2, intercept ~Ksy/o = erd" -ob

Rewriting eq 3.3 a, we find the slope of the regression line to be a measure for K$ and

the intercept a measure for -A.'st/o. which corresponds to the maximal charge density at

the surface -cromax obtained at high ionic strength.
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ad = ^0KS -t y/dK, « -cr + C^ (3.3 b)

The 37e/'«-layer capacitance K^ can be approximated independently supposed that the

separation between the two capacitor plates cl the dielectric constant at the interface <cs,

and the permittivity of the vacuum sq are known (Hunter 1981):

/Cs=^- (3.4)
cl

We may assume that d is bigger than the radii of unhydrated anions (Hunter 1981);

foi S042" d "> 0 23 nm was found (Conway 1981) Furthermore, experimental evidence

suggests that d < 1 nm and 6 < s<^ < 20 (Hunter 1981). and thus 5 //F cm"2 < Xs < 77 juF

cm"". Therefore, our experimental finding (Ä's - 47 uF cm"", slope of regression line in

Figure 3.3) seems to be reasonable.

The negative charge on gram-negative bacteria can be attributed to the presence of

carboxyl- and phosphate groups in the core-region of the lipopolysacchandes (TPS) on

their surface (Schindler and Osborn 1979; Ferris and Beveridge 1986; Makin and

Beveridge 1996). Indeed, we found an LPS-layer on the surface of strain B13 (Chap¬

ter 2). but the number of molecules was not quantified. Nevertheless, our estimate for

the maximal charge density -cr0niax -= 1.4 \ 101 e m"2 (intercept of regression line in Fig¬

ure 3.3) is in the same order of magnitude as LPS-densities reported for other gram-

negative organisms (Nikaido and Vaara 1987; Kastowsky, et al. 1992). The assumption

of constant capacitance and constant potential close to the cell surface seems thus to be

adequate for the Na?S04-electrolytes. where ion distribution apparently follows basic

electrostatic rales.

3.3.3 Evidence for Specific Binding of Bivalent Cations to the Cell Envelope

The situation is quite different for the MgS04-electrolytes where the assumptions of

constant Ä's, constant y/0, or both, are obviously wrong for strain B13 (Figure 3.3). We

suggest Mg"'-cations to bind to specific ligands in the cell surface, thus reducing the net

charge withm the electrokinetic sheat plane, hi consequence, fewer couuterions are ex¬

pected to accumulate in the diffuse layer, resulting in a lower oh. Bivalent cations are

known to bind to phosphate and carboxylate groups in the TPS-layer of gram-negative

bacteria (Schindler and Osborn 1979; Coughlin. et al. 1983; Ferris and Beveridge 1986).

We found additional evidence for an invohement of binding mechanisms more specific

than mere electrostatics in the divergent effects of different bivalent cations on wF of

strain Bll (Figure 3.4). CV" or Pb^ even led to a charge reversal foi CMc > 0.1 mM, a

finding reported previously for bactenal cells (Collins and Stotzky 1992). For the high¬

est concentrations of these hea\\-metals, we calculated an excess density of positive

charge of oö« 0.5 x 1017 e m"2. which corresponds to about a third of C70nux derived from
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the Na?S04-data. The high affinity of Cir or Pb for organic ligands, especially car-

boxyhc acids, is known, and is a general featme of metals readily forming hydioxo- and

caibonato-complexes (Stumm and Morgan 1996). It remains unclear, whether the ap¬

parent lack of an effect foi Cm£ < 0.1 mM was due to the large excess of Na4 in the

backgiound electrolyte.

FIGURE 3.4. Electrophoretic mobility wF of Pseudomonas sp strain B13 suspended in solutions contain¬

ing different bivalent cations (3 mM MOPS buffer at pH = 7 2, KCl to adjust 4t to 11 mM) An increase in

Mg2+-concentration had the smallest effect, whereas Cu2+ or Pb2+ led to a charge reversal at the cell sur¬

face for CMc = 104 M This indicates that these metals were bound to organic ligands in the layer of lipo¬

polysacchandes found on the cells

The relevance of the above findings is not only limited to the colloid-mediated trans¬

port of the sorbed heavy metals. Although concentrations of dissolved heavy-metals are

often quite low in natural waters (Stumm and Moigan 1996), it is important to realize

that microbial surfaces offei competing ligands and that metals sorbed to these ligands

might chastically altei the deposition behavioi of the entne cells This applies especially

to metal contaminated aquiieis oi soils, vvheie miciobial tiavel distances might mciease

(in case of positively chaiged sui faces, e g Fe-o\ides), oi deciease (in case of negatively

chaiged sui faces, e g quaitz sand)
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3.3.4 Influence of Solution Chemistry on Subpopulations of Bacteria

Evidence for monoclonal bacterial populations to be heterogeneous with respect to

deposition is increasingly found in laboratory studies (Shales and Kumarasingham

1987; Albinger, et al. 1994; Baygents, et al. 1998) as well as in field observations (De-

Flaun, et al. 1997). As we also discovered Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 to split up in an

adhering subpopulation and in a non-adhering one (Chapter 2), an interpretation of the

above results should address the change of the relatfve importance of the two fractions

together with the change of their respective deposition kinetics. Although our break¬

through data are rather indicative than conclusive, they suggest that solution chemistry

affects both the amount of well adhering cells and their adhesion efficiency (Figure 3.2).

On the one hand, the relative cell density C/Co in the outlet of the long columns was

almost identical to that in the short columns for /> 10 mM, the well adhering subpopu¬

lation thus seems to be completely removed under these conditions. As C/Cq for

Na2S04-electrolytes was generally higher, we can conclude that the fraction of well ad¬

hering cells is reduced in comparison to MgS04-solutions. On the other hand, decreas¬

ing / resulted not only in an increase m C/Co for both column lengths and both electro¬

lytes, but the gap between the two became bigger. We conclude that the well adhering

subpopulation is not entirely removed in the short columns or in the first 3.2 cm of the

long columns. This is in contrast to our findings for / > 10 mM, and the adhesion effi¬

ciency of the well adhering bacteria must thus have decreased in parallel with I. As the

hydrodynamic conditions were identical for all experiments and the collector efficiency

// remained therefore unchanged, this must be due to alterations in the collision effi¬

ciency u.

3.3.5 Discussion in Terms of an Extended DLVO-Theory of Colloid Stability

Although an interpretation of bacterial adhesion data in terms of zlGDLV0"AB might be

somewhat daring and involves many assumptions (Rutter and Vincent 1980; Meinders,

et al. 1995). this approach leads to an important conclusion: To study adhesion of bacte¬

ria, the analysis of zJCDLX°"VB can usually be confined to the region of the secondary

minimum zlCsm (Meinders. et al. 1995; fucker, et al. 1998b; Chapter 2 of this work). For

most bacteria, repulsive forces prevent close contact with the solid surface. For high /.

this is due to strong Tiydrophilic' repulsion for h ^ 10 nm because AGAB > 0 (Meinders,

et al. 1995; Jucker. et al. 1998b). whereas strong electrostatic repulsion dominates fol¬

low I (Figure 3.5).

The situation is almost identical for the "classical'-DLVO approach considering

JGLA and âGl Lonly, where electrostatic repulsion leads to energy barriers of at least 40

k]{P m our case (not shown). Moieo\er, surface polymers of several 10 nm m length

must be assumed to prevent many bacteria from closely approaching a surface (Jucker,

et al. 1998b; Chapter 2 of this work). This makes clear that while general surface prop-
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erties like total charge or hydrophobicity are important before the TPS coat touches the

surface, more specific binding mechanisms involving these polymers will dominate for

short separation distances. In case of dense and hydrophilic polymer layers, binding

might be counteracted by steric repulsion due to compression of this layer (Rijnaarts, et

al. 1995; Jucker. étal. 1998b).

20 40 60 80 100 120

separation between cells and sand h [nm]

140

FIGURE 3.5 Calculated curves for the interaction energy j(7DLV0AB for a bacterium approaching a sand

gram Solid lines and dashed lines correspond to calculations for Na2S04-electrolytes and MgS04-
electrolytes, respectively. For the highest ionic strength (/ = 100 mM), the two curves superimpose due to

the dominance of 'hydrophilic'-repulsion Calculations were based on parameters in Tables 3.1, 3 2, and

34

Based on our finding that more than half the cells of strain B13 hardly adhered in

column experiments, we disco\ered that the collision efficiency a for the well adhering
cells was quite close to then escape probability from the very small energy minimum

JC\m (Chapter 2). Furthermoie, we attributed the differences between the two sub-

populations to differences in their LPS layer, which we suggested to be involved in irre¬

versible adhesion due to the formation of hydrogen bonds. Although our findings pre¬

sented here in general agree with this concept (Figures 3.2 and 3.5, Table 3.5), our data
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do not permit a more detailed analysis, but several remarks might be appropriate; (i)

AG
"

allows to predict an order of magnitude for a. It is remarkable however, that

calculation of a,m from AGsm does not result in any significant difference for the two

electrolytes (Table 3.5). Based on the limited data we have, we may only rule out pro¬

nounced differences in a between the two electrolytes (Figure 3.2). (ii) As mentioned

above, the fraction of well adhering cells seems to increase for solutions containing

MgS04 in comparison to solutions containing Na->SO( (Figure 3.2). If this is due to dif¬

ferences in /l(7DLU>'v'B, an explanation might be found in the fact that the repulsive bar¬

rier starts at larger h for the Na2S04-electrolytes and Is 10 mM (Figure 3.5). In conse¬

quence, polymer mediated forces would be less important for Na2SOr-electrolytes. In¬

deed, an effect of solution chemistry on the cell-support distance has been found for

immobilized bacteria (Fletcher 1988; Vigeant and Ford 1997). (iii) It remains unclear

though, why adhesion in MgSO ^electrolytes is still more effective for Is 10"4 M, where

electrostatic repulsion must be assumed to reach beyond the polymer length. Based on

the assumed function of bivalent cations for the structural integrity of the outer-

membrane including the LPS-layer (Mkaido and Vaara 1987), we might speculate that

conformational changes in the LPS-layer occur in the presence of bivalent cations, as

well.

TABLE 3.5. Characteristics of Calculated Curves for jgolvo^b {h

electrolyte
''

AGvn "sm
a

d
t* Mil

salt 7[M] [kBT] [Mil]

10"' -0.05 124 <0.02

Na2S04 10"2 -0.81 27 0.34

10"1 -4.01 11 0.95

10"' -0,06 108 v 0.02

MgS04 10"2 -0.91 25 0.38

10"' -4.01 11 0.95

a

MOPS buffers where the indicated salts accounted for ~ 70 % of the total ionic

strength.
b

Secondary minimum of ,1GDL0VM3 (/?)
l

Position of AG,m.
a
Theoretical

collision efficiency based on the escape probability from /lGsm according to the

Ma\wcll distribution of kinetic energies (Halm 1995. Chapter 2 of this work).
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Abstract

Microbial degradation rates in the subsurface are not only limited by the physiological capacity of

the organisms, but also by inefficient supply of nutrients to the microbes, which are mostly at¬

tached to the aquifer material. Although mass transfer limitation of biodégradation in the subsur¬

face has been postulated for years, experimental evidence is still scarce. In the column experi¬

ments described here, diffusive transport of 4-nitroanisole from the bulk solution to cells of Rho-

dococcus opacus strain AS2 immobilized on glass beads or sand appeared to be responsible for

the slow transformation rates observed, Assuming steady-state, we found mass transfer to in¬

crease in proportion to the surface area covered with bacteria. In consequence, we expect bio-

degradation rates in aquifers to primarily depend on the total amount of biomass, and not so

much on its distribution. Moreover, mass transfer depended on the grain size of the column fill¬

ings, but did not change upon varying the flow rate Mass transfer limitation offers a justification

for the common assumption that biodégradation rates in the subsurface follow first order kinetics.

4.1 Introduction

Due to their omnipresence and their metabolic flexibility, microbes are widely recog¬

nized to be of great importance for the fate of chemicals in the subsurface. Besides other

factors like insufficient amounts of nutrients, lack of water, and inadequate temperature

or pi I, the limited efficiency of microscale transport mechanisms is likely to keep bio-

degradation rates below the intrinsic biological capacity (Bosma, et al. 1997; Harms and

Bosma 1997; Harms 1998). This so-called mass transfer limitation is to be expected

when rates of substrate consumption exceed the rates of substrate supply. The concept

of mass transfer limitation has been applied to experimental data to discuss the influ¬

ence of sorption, desorption, and intrasorbent diffusion in batch (Rijnaarts, et al. 1990;

Mihelcic and Luthy 1991; Scow and Alexander 1992), substrate transport from the bulk

solution to the surface of porous media (Rittmann and McCarty 1980; Namkung, et al.

1983; Chen, et al. 1992; Shrevc and Vogel 1993; Harms and Zehnder 1994; Schäfer

1997; Aksu and Biilbiil 1998; Tros. et al. 1998), slow substrate dissolution in batch

(Stucki and Alexander 1987; Volkering, et al. 1992), or combinations of several proc¬

esses in slurries (Ramaswami and Luthy 1997).

For mass transfer to the surface of porous media, attempts to use independent esti¬

mates to predict effects on biodégradation by attached bacteria have only been partly

successful. Good agreement was reported for columns where substrates were degraded

by a relatively thick biofilm (* 100 um) (Rittmann and McCarty 1980; Namkung, et al.

1983) and by cells immobilized in alginate beads (Aksu and Biilbiil 1998). In a study

allowing biofilm growth at fairly low flow rates (Darcy velocity U- 1.5 x 10"s m s"1),
results were satisfactory only for toluene but deviated from predictions for benzene

(Chen, et al. 1992). Furthermore, overestimation of the extent of biodégradation in col-
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umns based on batch kinetic data was reported in several short term studies where mass

transfer limitation was expected to be absent (Schäfer 1997; Tros, et al. 1998), or small

(Harms and Zehnder 1994). The observed discrepancies were found to depend on the

amount of biomass in the columns, on the How rates, or on both. These reports shared a

common experimental setup insofar as growth was prevented by omission of essential

nutrients, and the fractional coverage of the supporting beads or grains rarely exceeded a

few percent. An overestimation of biodégradation based on batch-derived data was re¬

ported as well foi unsaturated columns wheie mass tiansfei was not included in the

model, but was mentioned as a possible explanation for the observations (Langner, et al.

1998). Although it is difficult to rule out changes in microbial physiology triggered by

the proximity of a surface (Fletcher 1985; \an Loosdrecht, et al. 1990), these results and

a recent theoretical study on the effects of pore scale heterogeneity in reactive solute

transport (Dykaar and Kitanidis 1996), led us to conclude that a further inspection of

possible mass transfer processes seems indispensable for a better understanding of bio-

degiadatton rates in porous media.

In the present study, we want to corroborate the effect of mass transfer from the bulk

on biodégradation rates of attached bacteria in porous media, especially at low cell den¬

sities. First, we give a short overview over the current understanding of mass transfer in

packed beds and present our approach based on a quasi-steady state. Then, we show that

for columns where 4-nitroanisole was degraded by Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2,

mass transfer to the surface was proportional to the number of immobilized cells, in¬

creased with increasing size of the supporting beads, but was independent from flow

velocity. Finally, we discuss the implications of these findings for biodégradation in the

subsurface and in engineered packed beds.

4.2 Theoretical Framework

4.2.1 Steady State Flux Driven by Biodegradation

When bacteiia consume a dissohed substrate, they create a depletion zone in their vi¬

cinity. Fhe concentration Cceii at the cell surface is thus lower than the concentration in

the bulk solution Cbuik. and diffusive transport tends to equalize this concentration gra¬

dient. A quasi-steady state is reached when the degradation flux q^% equals the transport

flux cp. To facilitate quantification, the involved transport processes are often lumped

into a so-called mass transfer coefficient in the engineering literature. Mass transfer co¬

efficients îelate the flux q{ of a compound towards a surface to a concentration gradient

between the bulk concentration and the sui lace concentiation:

cp -AAC-A'(Cllk -Ct ) (4.1)
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Cceii and Cbuik are concentrations [moles m" 1 at the cell surface and in the bulk solution,

respectively. The flux <7tmay for example be expressed per unit area, per unit volume, or

per unit biomass and the dimensions of the mass transfer coefficient k change accord¬

ingly.

Based on Michaelis-Menten type kinetics, the degradation flux for a single cell can

be expressed as

ci^-q^
C"»

(4.2)
A!'2+Ccell

where qmax [moles s"1 cell"1] denotes the maximal specific degradation flux per cell,

K\/2 [moles m°] stands for the concentration at half-maximal transformation rate, and

keen [mJ s" cell" ] is a cell-based mass transfer coefficient. Assuming steady state, Cceii

can be eliminated from eq 4.2 by substitution from eq 4.1, and the flux can be expressed

as a function of CbUik only. This results in the so-called Best Equation (Best 1955; Koch

1990; Bosma, et al. 1997). As it is arbitrary to choose a single cell as the reference for

the formulation of the fluxes, the Best Equation can be written in a general form for a

dimensionless flux:

1 _CM^+Km+qmJ- 1
_ l| 4Cbulk<7max£

-1

\ (CMk + &m + QmJt'
(4.3)

This approach is valid under two conditions: (i) In case of a sorbing substrate, local

sorption equilibria must have been reached (Angle), et al. 1992). (ii) Local concentra¬

tion gradients must have developed. For diffusion-controlled transport, the time rss

needed to reach steady-state can be approximated by

?2 .2
Chi

,.
'bead

^44^
A,, D

du

where 8m [m] is a measure for the diffusion path length. Dm [m s" ] is the diffusion

coefficient, and /'bead [m] is the bead radius, which is an appropriate measure for the up¬

per limit of 8m- For the grain sizes used in this study (Table 4.3), this results in

2.5 s < rss < 2250 s. The columns with the biggest beads have thus to be run for at least

38 min in order to reach local steady-state.

For biodégradation in saturated columns without growth of the organisms, a simpli¬

fied coupled transport-degradation equation for plug-flow can be written as

-TT
-= ' ~ 'AO-H (4.M

rt p ex Ap
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where / is time [s], x is the longitudinal coordinate in the column [m], U is the Darcy

velocity [m s l], p is the porosity of the column packing, q is a specific transformation

rate per unit of biomass [moles cell"1 s"1], e.g. according to eq 4.3, m is the biomass den¬

sity per unit length [cells m"1], and A is the cross section of the column [m2]. For steady-

state, eq 4.5 equals zero and can be rearranged to an integral form

where Q is the volumetric flow rate [m1 s"1]. L is the column length [m], and M is the

total biomass in the column [cells]. If q is independent of biomass density, we find the

integral with respect to Cbuik on the left hand side of eq 4.6 to be independent of biomass

density, too. This allows to draw an important conclusion: According to eq 4.6, the con¬

centration in the column outlet depends on the total biomass in the column only, and not

on its distribution along the column.

4.2.2 Mass Transfer Expressions

Following a reasoning derived for diffusion to an isolated sphere (Berg and Purcell

1977), mass transfer to active cells immobilized on a collector bead can be most easily

understood for two limiting cases: (i) When the beads are entirely covered by bacteria,

the whole bead surface is a sink. In this case, the mass transfer coefficient for the bead

£°bead [mJ s"1 bead"1] is independent from the number of bacteria on the collector Indi¬

vidual cells will have to share the flux to the bead, and a cell-based coefficient kCÈ\\ is

obtained by dividing k bead by the number of cells per bead n (Harms and Zehnder 1994)

(Figure 4.1 A):

AyUi =k'[^ In with À-°
K,

= const. (4.71

(ii) A single cell or very few cells, are immobilized on a bead and the flux to the bead

is the sum of the fluxes to these single cells. Here, the introduction of a constant cell-

related mass transfer coefficient Aj!ccn [m1 s"1 cell"1] is more convenient (Figures 4.1 B

and C):

A'LxiiJ = nkLCll with k^cû - const. (4.8)

The bead related coefficient kbcu has to be interpreted with caution, howevci. As not

the whole bead surface is a sink. k\,c^ relates the flux to the bead to the concentration

gradient between the bulk solution and the surface of the active cells and not to that

between the bulk solution and the average concentration at the bead surface. With in¬

creasing n, /Cbead becomes more and more saturated and approaches £°bMd-
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A

fractional surface coverage

(> 1 throughout)

B

fractional surface coverage

fractional surface coverage 1

FIGURE 4.1. Exemplifying mass transfer situations for cells immobilized on a collector bead and con¬

suming a substrate, which diffuses in from the pore space, Solid lines and dashed lines apply to bead-

based and cell-based coefficients, respectively, and arrows indicate the direction of the substrate flux to

the cells, Situations shown correspond to beads entirely covered by cells (A, eq 4 7), or to beads which

are only covered by few cells (B and C, eq 4,8), In contrast to (B), individual cells in (C) do not 'feel' the

neighboring cells and substrate flux in parallel to the bead surface is of a certain importance, Therefore,
the initial slope in (C) is higher than that in (B) and calculations are based on eq 4.13 instead of eqs 4,11

and 4 12

A first step to understand mass transfer would consist in the discrimination between

the two domains represented by eqs 4,7 and 4.8, where either k bead or k ceii are constant

with respect to biomass density, respectively. In the following, we will point out how

independent estimates for £°bead and A'()Ceii could be obtained.
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It is important to realize that eq 4.1 relates macroscale parameters and that neither the

coefficient k nor zlC have a precise microscopic meaning (Dykaar and Kitanidis 1996).

This is reflected by the fact that values for k are very hard to predict from theory, but are

rather derived from empirical correlations with dimensionless groups over a certain pa¬

rameter range. Mechanistically, mass transfer can be understood as a diffusion process

across a diffusion layer 8m- the magnitude of which depends on geometry and flow ve¬

locity (Levich 1962). Mass transfer coefficients for diffusive film transport to a particle

in porous media are often obtained from correlations of the form (Levich 1962; Kunii

and Suzuki 1967: Karabelas, et al. 1971: Dykaar and Kitanidis 1996)

kàK^^-(a + bPe^) (4.9)

where /caiea is a mass transfer coefficient per unit area [m s"1], Pe is the Péclei number

(Table 4.1 ), and a, b and c are constants for specified solvent, solute and geometry. The

power of Pe varies between 1/3 *-- c < 1. hidependent estimates for kdied are especially

difficult to derive for low flow velocities (Pe -~~ 100) (Kunii and Suzuki 1967; Satterfield

1980). However, it follows from eq 4.9 and experimental evidence (Kunii and Suzuki

1967), that the expression obtained for diffusion to a single sphere from infinity (a = 2

and b = 0) gives at least an order of magnitude for /cdiea and 1 < Pe < 100.

TABLE 4.1 Definition and Meaning of Microscale Dimensionless Groups

definition meaning

Pe 2rbeadC7/J>dif Peelet number, ratio of time-scales needed for

diffusive and convective transport, respectively,
over a characteristic length 7-be<,d-

Da A'deg/'head'/Aiii - Dcimkohler number, ratio of time-scales needed

(<7ma\/A :) 'L/Tpoie foi diffusive transport over a characteristic length
(/Wf/Ahi) /bead- and a (pseudo-)first-ordei' reaction, respec¬

tively ''.

''

Mis the total biomass m the column and rpoic is the pore-\olume. This choice yields a maximum for

Da as the fust Older leaction rate is based on the maximal transformation rate according to Michaelis-

Menten kinetics and on a maximal diffusion path length 7'btad.

Eq 4 9 allows now to obtain expressions for k bead and /vlceii by multiplication with the

reactive surface area:

Ci = Kw*x>\M~ ^ -A.,. K.„ ^C 'lPrbeaJ{l
L ) (4.10)

and
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C =C^e„2 =^f^k*-' +bDM LU<rbJ^) (4.11)

Mass transfer is likely to increase with /'bead for entire collectors (eq 4,10), whereas a

decrease with /"bead is to be expected for single cells (eq 4.11). A trend with respect to

variation in U is less evident as the ratio of the constants a and b plays an important

role.

The above area-based approach predicts a linear increase of &bead with the area cov¬

ered by active cells analogous to eq 4.8 (Ligure 4.1 B)

C,=»CA2 (4.12)

and has been applied to model substrate transport to microcolonies of bacteria (Molz, et

al. 1986; Chen, et al. 1992). But in fact, it yields a lower limit for /c°Ceii because it ne¬

glects diffusion parallel to the bead surface towards the sink spots. For the idealized

case of diffusion from infinity to a small circular sink, an alternative formulation can be

derived (Berg and Purcell 1977):

C=4Ddif/;ell (4.13)

This expression takes into account that the consumption of a substrate at a sink spot

leads to lateral diffusion. For this case, it can be shown that saturation of the flux to the

bead is already reached at fairly low cell numbers (Berg and Purcell 1977) and that &bead

becomes (Figure 4.1 C)

'»cell + ^
bead

where k bead corresponds to the case for radial diffusion from infinity (eq 4.10 with a =

2, b ~

0). For dimensions representative for bacteria and a sandy aquifer (rcc\\ -TO"6 m,

''bead -10° m), 90 % of k bead is reached if only 0.7 °o of the surface are covered by bac¬

teria. This holds only for evenly distributed cells that do not form clusters, however

(Berg and Purcell 1977).

4.3 Materials and Methods

Organisms and Culture Conditions. Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2 has been iso¬

lated from soil samples and is able to use 4-nitroanisole as a sole source of carbon and

energy (Schäfer, et al. 1996). We grew the bacteria in a mineral medium (Harms and

Zehnder 1994) containing 100 mg liter"1 (654 pM) 4-nitroanisole and supplemented

with 200 mg liter"1 yeast extract in order to increase the biomass. 4-Nitroanisole was

added aseptically when the media had cooled to 80 °C after autoclaving. After harvest

by centrifugation during exponential growth, cells were washed twice with phosphate
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buffered saline (PBS, ionic strength I = 100 mM, pH = 7.2) containing 4.93 g NaCl,

0.19 g KH2P04. and 1.18 g KMTPCL per liter of deionized water. We kept cell suspen¬

sions on ice until experiments were started.

Column Transformation Experiments. We studied the transformation of

4-nitroanisole by strain AS2 in glass columns (L = 8.5 cm, r = 0.5 cm, Omnifit, Cam¬

bridge, U.K.) with porous polyethylene frits and one adjustable endpiece. The columns

were wet-packed with glass beads of \arious sizes (rbead = 50 urn, Merck, Dietikon,

Switzerland; /'bead
^ 200 pm (125 - 280 um). Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany; /'bead

= 1500 pm, Huber, Reinach, Switzerland) or purified silica sand (FLUKA, Buchs, Swit¬

zerland). Prior to use, column packings had been soaked in chromosulphuric acid, thor¬

oughly washed with PBS and deionized water, and dried at 105 °C. We operated up to

eight columns per experiment in a down flow mode with a peristatic pump and Tygon"

tubings (Ismatec, Glattbrugg, Switzerland). The saturated columns were percolated with

PBS for at least 24 h at 25 °C before cells were loaded by replacing the influent with a

cell suspension in PBS (0.3 < OD^b ^ L0). The flow rate was 0.4 ml min"' or

0.6 ml min"1 during cell loading. Loading time was up to 1 h and was followed by

15 min of rinsing with PBS. We collected the effluent during loading, and determined

the biomass attached to the collector beads by subtraction of the biomass in the effluent

from the biomass in the influent. After initial washout of loosely attached cells, the re¬

maining cells were found to adhere well. Immediately after loading, we determined qmax

in batch experiments with the suspensions used for loading the columns. We then

started the column degradation experiments by changing Influent solutions to PBS con¬

taining approximately 20 pM of 4-mtroanisole. In order to minimize substrate losses

due to sorption or degradation by adhered cells, we replaced the tubings used for cell

loading by Teflon® tubings (Omnifit. Cambridge, U.K.), except for about 10 cm of Ty¬

gon® tubing necessary for peristaltic pumping. Moreover, these compound tubings were

presaturated by flushing with a 60 tiM 4-nitroanisole solution for 15 min, which was

then replaced by a solution of approximately 20 uM for another 45 min. After this pre-

treatment, the effluent of the tubings was found to remain within 95 - 100 % of the con¬

centration in the feed vessel We varied the flow rates between 0.08 ml min"1 and 1.5 ml

min" during the biodégradation experiments. The loaded biomass was between 27 and

1450 pg dry-weight per column (corresponding to a fractional surface coverage between

0.1 and 25 %). Effluents were sampled regularly with fraction collectors, the sampling

vials of which contained ION phosphoric acid in volumes of up to 3 % (v/v) of the final

sampling volume in order to stop biodégradation. The obtained fractions were analyzed

by RP-HPLC after centrifugation for 5' at 10,000 x g. Degradation activity was fol¬

lowed between 1 and 3 hours until concentrations in the outflow remained fairly con¬

stant. Cells were found not to grow in the PBS-substrate solutions without macronutrients

and trace elements. Control experiments without immobilized cells showed complete
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breakthrough. We concluded that sorption equilibria were reached in the columns and

that substrate losses due to sorption to the column fillings were negligible.

Batch Transformation Experiments. In order to assess the intrinsic kinetic pa¬

rameters of the cells used for the biodégradation experiments in the columns, we added

4-nitroanisole to 10 ml of the cell suspensions used for column loading to concentra¬

tions of approximately 20 tiM, These suspensions were incubated at 25 °C in stirred

Erlenmayer flasks. Samples were removed at time intervals of 1 - 3 minutes, acidified,

and analyzed by RP-IIPLC after centrifugation for 5 min at 10,000 x g. As reported

earlier (Schäfer 1997), substrate decrease was linear with time in these experiments so

that qmax could be determined from the slope (cymax ~20 nmoles min" (mg dry-weight)" ,

range 13 nmoles min"1 (mg dry-weight)"1 ^ qimy <- 28 nmoles min" (mg dry-weight)" ).

In independent experiments, transformation rates were measured at initial substrate con¬

centrations between 0.06 pM and 1 uM and accordingly less biomass. Although these

experiments were subject to experimental and analytical uncertainties, we found

K\n = 0.047 pM (rse - 15 %) by least-squares fitting to eq 4.2.

Analytical techniques. We determined cell density in suspension by measuring opti¬

cal density at 546 nm. The correlation of OD$^ with cell dry-weight (230 mg dry-

weight liter"1 OD^4(/1) was established by filtering cell suspensions of a laiown OD^e

through 0.2 pm Nucleopore
®

polycarbonate filters (cl - 47 mm, Costar, Cambridge,

MA). We washed the filters with deionized watei and chied them to constant weight at

105 °C. The dry-weight was calculated from the net weight of the dried filters after sub¬

tracting blank values obtained by filtration of buffer only. The correlation of dry-weight

with cell numbers (8 x 108 cells (mg dry-weight)"1) was then obtained by counting cell

suspension of known OD$46 in a Thonia counting chamber. The effective radius rcel]

(0.96 urn) was determined microscopically from the geometric mean of the average cell

length and width of 50 cells (Schäfer 1997). 4-Nitroanisole was measured by RP-HPLC

as desciibed previously (Schäfer, et al. 1996). Oxygen saturation in the column effluent

was measured polarographically with an oxygen electrode (Rank Brothers, Cambridge,

U.K.), the measuring chamber of which was modified to a flow-through cell (Vv 0.5 ml).

Estimation of Mass Transfer Coefficients from Biodegradation Columns. We

modeled steady state biodégradation of 4-nitroanisole with a standard spreadsheet pro¬

gram adapted from (Harms and Zehnder 1994). In this spreadsheet, biodégradation was

determined sequentially for 1000 longitudinal column sections based on eq 4.3. The

sections were assumed to be well mixed, and the output of each section was used as an

input for the following one. the kinetic parameters <:/max and Km obtained from batch

experiments, the concentration at the column inlet, the loaded biomass, and the flow rate

were used as input parameters. Mass transfer coefficients were fitted to experimental

steady-state concentrations in the column outlets with a routine provided by the spread¬
sheet solution. It is important to notice, that Ä~bead or kcc\\ are obtained depending on

whether qnwx in eq 4.3 is expressed for a collector bead or for a single cell, respectively.
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Furthermore, as the two parameters differ by a factor of« only, the decision whether eq

4.7 or 4.8 applies must be made after comparing the effect of varying n.

AA Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Biodegradation Rates in the Columns Remain below qmax

The transformation rates of 4-nitroanisole by immobilized cells in the columns re¬

mained well below the maximum specific transformation rate <:/max to be expected from

batch kinetic data (Figure 4.2). However, in the absence of concentration gradients in

the pore space, degradation should have proceeded at rates close to c/max in all experi¬

ments, as even the lowest concentration measured in a column effluent (3 uM) was

much higher than Km. As relative transformation rates qlqma\ were lower than unity, we

conclude that concentrations at the cell surface Cceii were well below CbUit-
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FIGURE 4.2. Relative biotransformation rates q/qnux vs. average cell number per collector bead n. Data

were obtained from transformation of 4-nitroanisole by cells of Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2 immobi¬

lized in columns filled with glass beads (rbcad = 200 pm), Darcy velocity was U= 0.9 x 104 m s-1 (± 15 %)
except for crosses, Every symbol stands for a single column, different symbols represent independent
series of expenments. and data points from Schäfer (1997) are indicated by filled symbols. The maximum

on the abscissa corresponds to a fractional surface coverage of 4 5 %.
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4.4.2 Application of the Best Equation to Biodegradation in Columns

Following our approach to investigate whether mass transfer limitations could offer an

explanation for these findings, we verified how application of the Best Equation (eq 4.3)

instead of simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics (eq 4.2) would alter expected biodégrada¬

tion rates (Figure 4.3). WTe found that for input (20 pM) and lowest output (3 pM) con-

1A ^ 1

centrations in our columns, k\-,CAl_\ must be smaller than 8 or 50 x 10" nr s" per bead in

order to obtain qlqmax below unity, respectively. In this case, q/qma\ depends almost

linearly on Abead at a given concentration.

g 0.6

5r<

FIGURE 4.3. Relative biotransformation rates qtqmax in columns as a function of bulk concentration Cbulk
and mass transfer coefficient kbc^ according to the Best Equation eq 4,3 (rbead = 200 pm, 500 pg dry-

weight per column corresponding to n - 3000 cells per bead, qnux
= 20 nmoles min-1 (mg dw)-1, Km -

0,047 pM). Two limiting cases can be distinguished: For high values of kbead, the transsects for qiqm.AX vs.

Cbu]k approach classical Michaelis-Menten behavior. For low A-bc.ld, qtqm,x decreases linearly with CbuIk.

The slope corresponds to a first order reaction rate constant, which is not only determined by the intrinsic

biological degradation kinetics, but by mass transfer as well.
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4.4.3 Collector-based Mass Transfer Coefficients Show Linear Dependence on Number

of Cells per Collector

We deduced apparent mass transfer coefficients kbeaii and kcc\\ by fitting each parameter

to experimental data obtained with cells of Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2 immobi¬

lized on glass beads (/'bead ~ 200 pm). Whereas bead-based Abead show a linear relation

with the mean number of cells per collector bead // (Figure 4.4 A), cell-based kcc\\ seem

to be unaffected by // (Figure 4.4 B). This corresponds to the situation where the initial

slope of Abend vs- » cau ^e interpreted as a measure for the average mass transfer coeffi¬

cient of a single cell A'ceii (eq 4.8. Figure 4.1 B and C). An important consequence of

this finding is that q in eq 4.3 is independent of the biomass density and that the outflow

of an idealized column should be the same for different biomass distributions along the

column (eq 4.6). Moreover, kct\\ is an appropriate parameter to evaluate the influence of

other factors like hydrodynamics or geometry on biodégradation. Our findings suggest

that the approach proposed earlier to share the total flux to a collector among the num¬

ber of cells per collector (Harms and Zehnder 1994) is not appropriate for the low cell

densities in our experiments.

4.4.4 Oxygen Limitations

In principle, the supply with an electron acceptor or with other nutrients than the carbon

and energy source might be limiting to biodégradation as well. As cells were not grow¬

ing in our experiments, only mass transfer limitation of oxygen consumption by the

resting ceils seemed worth to be considered in more detail. We concluded that for oxy¬

gen transport to become limiting, oxygen consumption must be about 20 times faster

than the consumption of 4-nitroanisole. In an experiment with rather high biomass, we

found that oxygen saturation was still 70 % (C0llt = 0.7 x 260 ^185 uM at 25°C,

(Stumm and Morgan 1996)), which corresponds to about 10 times Cbuik of

4-nitroanisole. Furthermore, diffusion-based mass transfer of oxygen is expected to be

about twice as fast as that for 4-nitroanisole (Schwarzenbach. et al. 1 993).

4.4.5 Sensitivity of Apparent Mass Transfer Coefficients to Experimental Parameters

Fitted mass transfer coefficients A'ceu and Abcatt are sensitive to changes in most parame¬

ters, notably to the concentrations (Fable 4.2). The lack of sensitivity to K\a can be un¬

derstood from eq 4.3 by considering that K\ 2 appears in a sum. to which its contribution

is very small, however. As far as maximal biomass specific transformation rates are

concerned, a higher c/mav increases the overall degradation capacity. Under conditions of

mass transfer limited degradation, the normalized transformation rate q/qtmx decreases

simultaneously because mass transfer limitation becomes more severe (eq 4.3). In con¬

sequence, the flux remains almost constant if the mass transfer coefficients do not

change. This is typical for mass transfer limited biodégradation.
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FIGURE 4.4. Influence of average cell number per collector bead » on apparent mass transfer coefficients

in biotransformation columns (/bLU = 200 urn) Symbols aie used as in Figure 4 2 Bead-based coeffi¬

cients Abcui show a linear increase with n (A) whereas cell-based coefficients AbL,ul seem to scatter ran¬

domly within a factor of five (B) Darcy velocity was U = 0 9 x 104 m s-1 (± 15 %) except for crosses,

which were not included in the regression analysis

Finally, Aceii and Abead respond differently to an increase of the total biomass. For Abcad,

the above reasoning applies: The maximal degradation capacity per bead, which corre¬

sponds to qnux m eq 4.3 in this case, increases m parallel with the biomass. In contrast,

cell-based qmax remains unaffected. For the fluxes to remain constant, mass transfer
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limitation has therefore to become more severe by lowering Accn in order to balance the

increase in degradation capacity.

TABLE 4.2. Sensitivity of Apparent Mass Transfer Coefficients to Column Parameters

parameter base

value
a

change of A"cciibin %

upon changing parameter

+ 20 % - 20 %

Darcy velocity U [m s" ] 8,6 x UT" H 20 -20

column length [mj 8.5 x 10"2 - 17 + 25

biomass [mg dry-weight] 0.606 - 17 + 25

<7ma\ [nmoles min"1 (mg dry-wei ghty'l 21.4 -(<!) + M)

Km LnMl 47 + (<!) -(< O

input concentration [pM] 19.29 + 17 -21

output concentration [pM] 6.52 - 17 + 21

a

Taken from a representative experiment with medium beads (i\

mass load, and kbcàd - 6.13 x 10"" m' s
'
bead '. kLctl

- 1 51 n 10

are identical except for the lack of sensitivity to changing biomass

,e,,d
- 200 um), intermediate bio-

17
nf s"1 cell"1. b

Values for kbcM\

:; see text for explanation.

4.4.6 Cell-Based Mass Transfer Coefficients Seem to Be Independent of Flow Velocity

For medium-sized glass beads (/'bead
~ 200 urn), a variation of the flow velocity U did

not result in a clear-cut change of the apparent mass-transfer coefficient on a cell basis

Aceii (Figure 4.5). Furthermore, we found values for Ahead to follow the same correlation

with n although they were obtained at different 11 (Figure 4.4 A). According to diffusive

film theory, the influence of U is predicted to vanish for low Pe (eq 4.11), but this pre¬

diction is often not supported by experimental evidence from chemical engineering

(Kunii and Suzuki 1967). In biodégradation studies, biodégradation rates have been re¬

ported to increase with increasing I' in saturated columns (Aksu and Bülbül 1998)

whereas even a decrease in degradation rates was observed in unsaturated columns (Es-

trella, et al. 1993: Kelsey and Alexander 1995: Langner, et al. 1998).

We might argue that the a\erage diffusion path length 8m seems to be insensitive to

the flow velocity. 8m is not a well-defined length, but can be understood as the distance,

over which the important concentration changes occur (Levich 1962, p. 60). For the

range of Pe in our study. 8m can be assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as the

average pore-width e>poic (Fable 4.3). This means that the boundary layer concept can not

be applied any more because the concentration gradients extend over the whole pore

space. The importance of pore-scale heterogeneity in concentrations for mass transfer
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has been illustrated recently in a study presenting a numerical solution for reactive

transport in a simplified porous medium (Dykaar and Kitanidis 1996).
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FIGURE 4.5. Apparent mass transfer coefficients for single cells Acdi in biotransformation columns plotted

against Darcy velocity u (rbevi = 200 pm) Different symbols represent independent series of experi¬

ments, and data points from Schäfer (1997) are indicated by filled symbols.

Cell-Based Mass Transfer Coefficients Increase with Collector Size. We found a

linear correlation between apparent Abead and n for various sizes of glass beads and for

sand (Figures 4.6 A - C). This indicates that Abend still increases linearly with n (left part

of Figures 4.1 B and C). It seems therefore not surprising that Abead was mostly smaller

than independent estimates of A°bead based on diffushe transport to an isolated sphere

(Fable 4 4) The only exceptions wete found with the biggest beads where the highest

Pactional sui face coverage could be reached (fable 4.3). This indicates that eq 4.10

with b - 0 underestimates mass transfer at least for the biggest grain size. Furthermore,

we could not find an indication for saturation of Abead to occur, and the initial slopes,

corresponding to A°ceii increased with the size of the supporting beads (Table 4.4), a

finding which would not be expected from theory if unhindered diffusion to spheres is

considered (eqs 4 11 and 4 1 3)

Howevei, this latter finding becomes undeistandable from a three-dimensional repre¬

sentation: 1 he cell-to-cell sepaiatton /ceii-cd1 foi a grven surface cell-density is biggest for

the largest beads, where cells are therefore less likely to compete for the substrate in
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their vicinity. This is also true for the maximal cell densities encountered in our experi¬

ments (Table 4.3).

TABLE 4.3. Comparison of Different Column Packings

packing derived parametersa

c c " d r> e r»e /i
f 9

c'ait oVore re Da tj miU rccii-ceii

)im| [uni | [pni]

268 485 240-480 460-4690 0.25 12

70 61 15-160 3-156 0.045 11

28 6 9-15 3-16 0.011 7

51 48 13-38 1-27 0.015 15

J

Calculated with Ddli - 8.5 x 10"° irT s"' (Schäfer 1997).
b
Porosity was determined gravimetrically.

c

Average thickness t>ai( « rbe.ui Pe"ih (Levich 1962, p. 85) with U= 10"4 m s"1.d Based on an interpolation
between different types of packings, Spme

-

(1.1969;; - 0.1557)/'bcad (Johnson and Elimelech 1995).
e

As

defined in fable 4.1.
'
Maximal fractional surface coverage in experiments (Figures 4.4 and 4.6). 8Half

the cell-to-cell separation for 0mi\ and assuming a hemisphere with the average pore-volume per cell

around each cell.
'
Number based mean (Chaptei 2).

^

Two irregularities deserve a brief discussion: (i) A0ceii for the sand grains is smallest

although /'bead is bigger than that of the smallest glass beads. As size and shape of the

sand grains are much less uniform than those for the glass beads, the reduced A°CC]| could

be an indication for heterogeneity in the flow paths in the columns (Kunii and Suzuki

1967), or in the distribution of cells. Whereas the first hypothesis is not confirmed by

data obtained with similar columns where we could not observe an early breakthrough

of a non-reactive tracer (Chapter 2), we can hardly rule out the second hypothesis, (ii)

The increase in A0ceii for the glass beads is more pronounced between the smallest and

the medium size than between the medium and the biggest size. A comparison of the

respective microscale Damkohler numbers Da (Tables 4.1 and 4.3) offers a rationaliza¬

tion for these findings: Simulations obtained for sine-shaped pores showed that an in¬

crease in Da results in bigger pore scale heterogeneity of concentration and increased

transport limitation of a surface reaction (Dykaar and Kitanidis 1996). This effect is

more pronounced for Da "- 100 and might thus bias the dependence of A0ceii on /•bead-

Furthermore, artifacts due to wall effects might be more important for the biggest bead

size. Indeed, a control experiment with a thicker column hinted at an increase in Abead

(Figure 4.6 A), although the effect was not very pronounced.
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Experimental A cen were in the same order of magnitude as independent estimates

based on multiplication of the area specific fluxes with the cross section of a single cell

(eq 4 ll, Table 4.4. Figure 4.1 B). However, they were clearly smaller than predictions

taking into account the effect of lateral diffusion to a small sink patch (eq 4.13,

3.2 x 10"
"*

m' s" cell"
, Figure 4.1 C). This again supports the idea that radial concen¬

tration gradients are dominant. This conclusion was confirmed qualitatively by simula¬

tions of concentration isoplethes in biofilms with irregular biomass distribution (Wanner

1989). Moreover, it can be deduced from eq 4 14 that clustering of cells significantly

decreases A°CC[i derived from the _lope of AyieaJ ^s. » (Berg and Purcell 1977). In fluores¬

cent micrographs of DAPI-stained cells on glass beads taken from a transformation col¬

umn (not shown), we indeed found that bacteua weie immobilized as single cells but

often loosely clustered. Although this might be due to artifacts, similar observations

were made for natural environments as well (Gray 1967: Harvey, et al. 1984).

4.4.7 Implications for Biodegradation in the Subsurface and in Engineered Systems

Although film mass transfer has been considered to be a possible bottleneck for bio-

degradation and microbial growth in the subsurface for more than two decades (Rittmami

and McCarty 1980), direct e\idence for its importance is scarce. In this study, we show

that mass transfer limitation misht m fact considerablv reduce intrinsic biodégradation
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rates in porous media. Apparent mass transfer coefficients were found to be constant with

respect to biomass or cell numbers, and they are in the same order of magnitude as theo¬

retical predictions. Moreover, they depend on the geometry of the porous media, which

indicates that a direct surface impact on microbial physiology is unlikely for our condi¬

tions. We could not find an influence of the flow velocity on biodégradation, however.

TABLE 4.4. Mass Transfer Characteristics in Different Column Packings

packing experimental A°oeii ''

calculated coefficients
b

''be.id

Lpm]

glass beads 1500

200

50

sand 125

''

Initial slopes by linear regression of khCiü \s, n (Figures 4.2 A and 4.4 A - C) with relative standard

errors (rse): number of independent column experiments and coefficient of regression are given as well.
b
Calculated with DM = 8.5 x 10"Q nr s"1 (Schäfer 1997).

c

From cq 4.10 with a =- 2, b - 0.
d
From

eq 4.11. with a = 2, fe *= 0.

In addition to the resulting hindrance to biodegiadation, mass transfer limitation

leads to first order degradation rates with respect to concentration (Figure 4.3), an as¬

sumption quite popular in modeling of biodégradation. As cell-based mass transfer coef¬

ficients are constant for low surface coverages, varying biomass concentrations along

the flow path do not alter the degree of mass transfer limitation. This conclusion applies

to oligotrophic aquifers, where reported cell densities (Wilson, et al. 1983; Harvey, et al.

1984; Webster, et al. 1985) are similar to those in our experiments. The situation is quite

different for bio films on porous media in engineering applications, e.g. in biofilters. As

the bio film approaches a monolayer, mass transfer per unit biomass will decrease upon

a further increase of the biomass. Thus an increase in transformation capacity might be

balanced by a more severe mass transfer limitation.
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5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we presented evidence for diffusive mass transfer to be limiting

for the degradation of 4-nitroanisole (4-na) by Rhodococcus opacus strain AS2 immo¬

bilized in columns filled with glass-beads. When Anke Schäfer started her work with

strain AS2 (Schäfer 1997), this was already the third attempt in our laboratory to under¬

stand mass transfer in porous media bettet The experiments with Sphingomonas sp.

strain HLH9k degrading dibenzofuran (df) and 3-clilorodibenzofuran (3-cdf) were quite

successful (Harms and Zehnder 1994: Harms and Zelmder 1995). but were hampered by

the low solubilities of these substrates in water and their strong sorption to PTFE tubing

and seals. On the other hand, Pseudomonas sp. strain B13 has a low affinity for 3-

chlorobenzoic acid (3-cba), and it was notoriously difficult to reliably determine the

amount of substrate degraded unless very low flow rates were used (Tros, et al. 1998).

This led us to concentrate on strain AS2, although a considerable body of data had been

gathered before with the other strains.

In this chapter, we will try to apply our current ideas about the mass transfer process

to data obtained with the other experimental systems. Although such a comparison was

already made earlier (Schäfer 1997), the new insights justify a reconsideration.

5.1.1 Characteristics of different experimental systems

In all the experimental systems compared here, mass transfer limitation was studied

with resting cells immobilized in a granular, porous medium. They all can basically be

regarded as simplified models of natural aquifers, but on a closer look, they distinctly

differ from each other, hi order to allow an easy comparison, some experimental and

characteristic parameters are summarized in the Tables 5.1 and 5.2, a detailed descrip¬

tion of the experimental procedures can be found in the respective references. From the

previous chapter, we notably expect Peelet numbers Pe and Damköhler numbers Da to

characterize a column system (see Table 4.1 for definitions) with respect to the effective

time-scales. As far as degradation kinetics and the degree of mass transfer limitation are

concerned, additional parameters might be useful to compare different combinations of

bacteria and substrates. The maximal degradation rate to be expected without mass

transfer limitation can be calculated from a Miehaelis-Menten-type kinetic expression.

For a given bulk concentration Cbuik. this rate can be expressed relative to the maximal

degradation rate qmAX

si

n •
"1M

-

c
bulk.

Cl\mx ^1,2 ' ^bik (5.1)

where Km is the concentration at half-maximal transformation velocity (q/qma\ = L2).
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Furthermore, in order to verify whether degradation is likely to be mass transfer limited

or not, we may calculate the relative degradation rate 6?Best to be expected with a given

mass transfer coefficient from the Best Equation (eq 4.3).

Q
q Best Qulk + Ä-I/2 + Clm.,xk

Best

4 lcIJ~
1-1-

4Cbulk?max*"

(Pbuik + Km + cln c^Y
(5.2)

In eq (5.2), k denotes a mass transfer coefficient relating the transport flux to the con¬

centration difference between the cell surface Ccen and the bulk solution Cbuik- A com¬

parison of £>Best with Qmm allows to infer the influence of mass transfer limitation to be

expected with the given parameters (Table 5.2).

TABLE 5.2. Characteristic parameters of column systems compared

System
''

Pe
o

Dil
L

A'^bcad
U

A"cell

3 1 ,-i -U r 3 i,-l „-In

tîMM C/Best

[iiL bead"1 s"1] [nL cell"1 s"1]

28 - 250 2.9 - 24

11-480 38-470

2.4 x 10"

2.4 x 10"

FIH19k/3-cdf

HH19k/df

B13/ 3-cba

AS2 / 4-na (glass) 15-160 2.7 - 160 2.2 x 10"1

12

0.09-38 1.9xl0"2h 0.96 xlO"12

0.72 x 10"17

0.72 x 10"17

0.36 x 10"17

1.2 x 10"17

0.89

1.00

0.14'

1.0

0.22

0.94

0.13

0.56

k

a

Source and full description in fable 5.1. Diffushities in water for 3-cdf, df, as well as 4-na taken as 8 5

x 10"l(l nr s"1, and 5.9 x 10"10 nr s
'
for 3-cba. bPeclet numbei, defined in Table 4.1.

L

Damkohler number,

defined in Table 4.1.
d
Bead-based mass transfer coefficient assuming radial diffusion (chapter 4).

e

Cell-

based mass transfer coefficient assuming diffusion to the cross-section of a cell (chapter 4).
'
Normalized

flux according to eq 5.1. g Normalized flux according to eq 5.2. based on k°œU and C0.
h
Value for mean

surface coverage according to Table 5.1. extremes between 2.7 x 10"* - 6.3 x 10"2. ' QMM° ~ 0.036 for C0
=- 5 |.lM.

l
ÖDesi0 = 0.035 for C0 = 5 uM.

As shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, differences between the systems concern hydrodynamic

as well as physiological parameters. The system B13 '' 3-cba is special insofar as these

experiments were conducted at the lowest Pe, substrate concentrations in the input were

an order of magnitude lower than K],n (low C\îm°). and mass transfer limitation was un¬

likely to occur (Q\Best Qmm).

5.1.2 Features of column-derived data

As shown in chapter 4 with the data from strain AS2 degrading 4-na, clear cut results

are rather difficult to obtain from biodégradation studies in porous media. This is due to

the numerous sources of biasing artifacts like imprecise quantification of the biomass on

the columns, changing physiological state of the organisms, clogging of pores in the

porous bed, or clogging of the tubing between the feed vessel and the column. These
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factors are in general difficult to control and potentially result in large scattering of the

data. On the other hand, the large number of repetitions needed to access a statistically

firm terrain easily leads to unrealistically high experimental effort. Furthermore, the

scattering to be expected leads to a certain tendency to find only dependencies of the

parameters covering the largest range of values in an experimental series, as other cor¬

relations vanish within the background noise.

Moreover, there are constricting experimental boundary conditions. When assessing

mass transfer with different biomass densities for example, care must be taken to keep

the concentration in the column outlet between Co and the detection limit of the analyti¬

cal method. In order to compensate for the variation in the biomass, the residence time

must be altered by either varying the flow rate or the column length. But the time

needed for a single experiment is confined to the time during which the organisms re¬

main active. And obviously, the variation of the column length over more than one or¬

der of magnitude is impracticable.

An attempt to review and summarize our data concerning mass transfer limitation in

biodégradation columns therefore relies on a kind of framework that might be helpful to

recognize specific patterns in the clouds of data points to be expected and thus facilitates

an interpretation. Such a framework will be introduced in the next paragraph.

5.1.3 Approach based on findings for strain AS2 degrading 4-nitroanisole

Fhe most important finding obtained from studying the degradation of 4-na by strain

AS2 was the linear increase of apparent bead-based mass transfer coefficients k[Kaii- with

the number of cells per collector bead n. The slope of this increase corresponds to a con¬

stant cell-based mass transfer coefficient kCi\\°. This is the situation expected for low

surface coverages (Figure 4.1 B and C). For the other extreme of a bead surface com¬

pletely covered by bacteria, we expect £Ceii to fall below £ceii° because all the cells have

to share the flux driven by the maximal mass transfer coefficient for the whole bead,

kbead' (Figure 4.1 A). The respcctne mass transfer coefficients obtained by fitting a

steady-state model of the combined transport and degradation process to experimental

data (chapter 4) should then result in a characteristic pattern (Figure 5.1). Following this

approach, we will now try to compare the results from the four experimental systems

presented in Table 5.1.
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FIGURE 5.1. Idealized plot of apparent cell-based and bead-based mass transfer coefficients kLdï and

4cid Cell numbers per bead n increase on the gray band from a single isolated cell (top left comer) to a

monolayer and finally a multilayer biofilm results According to our findings for strain AS2 degrading
4 nitroanisole presented in chapter 4 Abtll is expected to increase with ;/ with a proportionality constant

£°0en at low cell numbers (region I) Upon further increase of n we expect the whole bead surface to be¬

come a sink (monolayer in region II), and thus the cell-based mass transfer coefficient kcd] falls below

äVh (region III)

5.2 Results and Discussion

Keeping Liguie 5 1 m mind, an inspection of 1 iguies 5 2 A C might at a fust glance

be disappointing The lectangulai pattern expected is not easily discernible Instead of

laying paiallel to the axes, we find most data points m Figures 5 2 A C on stiaight

lines going out ladially fiom the oiigm of the axes Moieovei. as the numbei ot cells pei

bead n was kept constant foi expei miental senes lepiesented by open symbols, we

would expect them to supeiimpose m a plot similai to Figuie 5 1 The fact that they do

not, but îathei lay on stiaight lines with slopes 1 n (eq 4 7 with n const instead of

k bLld
= const ) must be due to eithei undom scattenng oi to anothei paiametei of influ¬

ence which might cause Acji and Abeid to be highly con elated Ihe situation is diffeient

foi Figuie 5 2 D wheie the filled symbols follow moie oi less a honzontal bai This was

to be expected bom the findings with stiam AS2 piesented m chaptei 4 A moie de¬

tailed analysis of f iguies 5 2 A D follows m the next sections
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5.2.1 Sensitivity analysis of apparent mass transfer coefficients

Apparent mass transfer coefficients from the systems investigated show different sensi¬

tivity to selected experimental parameters (Table 5.3). These differences are rather hard

to rationalize in detail, which is due to the complexity of the Best Equation and to the

characteristics of the column systems with respect to biomass load, resulting concentra¬

tion difference between inlet and outlet, etc. It is further necessary to be aware of the

difference between A'cen and kycay. Lor the outlet concentration in a column to be main¬

tained, an increase in the biomass load must be compensated by a decrease in the aver¬

age flux per cell. Mass transfer limitation thus appears to be more severe, which is re¬

flected in a lower apparent kLt\\- In contrast, the flux per bead still is the same and Ay^d

remains almost unchanged. A change in <7,„ax (biomass specific) leaves the average

fluxes for both cells and beads unaffected. Lherefore, the results for /cceii and A'bead upon

changing qmAX are identical to those for A'bead upon changing the biomass (see as well

chapter 4).

TABLE 5.3. Sensitivity of apparent mass transfer coefficients to selected parametersa

System biomass '/max Km

K;cll kbead A^celb /
d

'^bead kcdU A^bead

+ - + - + - +

HH19k/3-cdf -23 +46 -7 + 17 -7 + 17 +6 -5

FIH19k / df -17 +25 -on +(<D -(<!) +(<1) 4(<1) -(<1)

B13/3-cba -22 +39 -6 Ml -6 + 11 +8 -7

AS2 / 4-na (glass) -17 -125 -(<!) n-D ~(<1) +(<!) +(<!) -(<1)
J

Changes m % altei 20 % mcicase oi decrease of the tespecme paiametcr arc shown for representative
expenments vsith intermediate biomas-, load and flow \elocm

b
Source and full description m Ta¬

ble 5.1
L Biomass-specific.d Values aie identical except toi influence of biomass.

5.2.2 Evidence for mass transfer to decrease at low Péclet numbers

In the introduction to section 5.2. we postulated a correlation of both A'bead and A-Ceii with a

third parameter. One parameter likely to influence mass transfer is the flow velocity U.

Although such an influence could not be shown for the system AS2 / 4-na (chapter 4), U

might still be the reason for mass transfer coefficients to scatter for the other systems

investigated. In order to compare the different data series, we scaled the flow rate £/to

the bead size and discuss the dimensionless Pe instead (Figure 5.3 A - D).
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Indeed, all the systems except for AS2 ' 4-na show a tendency for kcc\\ to decrease at

low Pe. This is most easily seen for the combination strain B13 / 3-cba. For the combi¬

nation HH19k/ 3-cdf, the trend can be discerned for the lowest biomass. For 111119k/

df finally, /ccen peaks at fairly low Pe, falls down in both directions, but reaches the low¬

est values at the lowest Pe (Pe ~ 11). Although difficult to establish clearly, the ob¬

served trends seem unlikely to be due to random errors alone. In order to come to con¬

clusions however, we should at least be able to offer some kind of rationalization for the

described findings.

There is a body of literature describing experimental mass transfer coefficients to de¬

pend on Pe to powers bigger than one for Pe <- 10 (Kunii and Suzuki 1967; chapter 4

here). For higher Pe, powers around 1 3 can be expected (Dykaar and Kitanidis, 1996.

and chaptei 4). which might howexei be haicl to detect given the consicleiable experi¬

mental uncertainty. It is thus not surprising to find the clearest indication for Arccu to de¬

crease together with Pe for the system BI 3 3-cba where Pe were lowest.

As pointed out in chapter 4, radial diffusion paths are expected to be of the same or¬

der of magnitude as the grain radii in the porous media studied. As the radial diffusion

paths cannot further increase, this is a plausible reason for the apparent inseiisitivity of

Arceii to changes in Pe at intermediate flow rates. However, a change in the governing

process could well lead to a sharp decrease in A'ce]i: At Pe - 1, we would expect diffusion

to be as fast as convection on the length scale of a bead in the porous medium. In other

words, longitudinal transport in the column starts being the bottleneck instead of trans¬

port perpendicular to the surfaces, fhus, apparent mass transfer is very likely to depend

on Pe to powers
~ 1 in this flow regime. This situation is clearly different from the con¬

cept underlying the classical mass transfer approach, where convective transport in the

bulk is assumed to be much faster than the diffusive transfer from the bulk phase to the

surfaces.

A further point might be noteworthy flic data obtained with AS2 / 4-na show some

similarity with those from HHl9k df at Pe > 50: In contrast to the findings for very

low Pe. Arceii even seems to decrease with increasing Pe. Although somewhat specula¬

tive, we have two plausible explanations at hand:

• The use of higher flow rates results in higher shear forces and leads to a systematic

overestimation of the biomass on the columns due to slow but steady wash-out. This

hypothesis is supported by the results of the sensitivity analysis in Table 5.3: If bio¬

mass loads used for estimation of apparent AyCli were higher than actual loads on the

columns, resulting A'cen would be systematically too low.

* Mass transfer in the imperfect packings is increasingly hindered by heterogeneity in

the flow paths when flow rates increase.

To conclude, we might summarize that the flow rate is likely to explain at least a part

of the observed correlation between kcdl and A'bead. Nevertheless, experimental errors are

likelv to enhance this effect.
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5.2.3 Quantitative evaluation of apparent mass transfer coefficients

Apparent mass transfer coefficients in Figures 5.2 A - D are scaled to values derived

from theory (Table 5.2) and allow therefore to see how much mass transfer in the ex¬

periments deviates from these benchmaiks, For all data sets, relative /cceu are at least ten

times higher than relative Abead- This is an indication for mass transfer to be governed by

a constant k ceii (region I in Figure 5.1) rather than by a constant k bead (region III in Fig¬

ure 5.1). As the fractional surface coverage remained below 10 % in most experiments,

this is not surprising. Nevertheless, the relative scales of ÄrCeit ate distinctly different for

the experimental systems. Relative Ateii are closest to one for strain AS2, raise to ten foi

strain FTTH9k with cdf, and sink down to 0.01 for strain B13. In the next sections, we

discuss these differences m more detail.

Strain HHl9k: Differences between the two substrates used. When 3-cdf was

transformed by strain HFI19k, apparent Ayeii exceeded A:°ccn by about a factor often. This

finding is not surprising per se. As pointed out in chapter 4, the values given for k ceu in

Table 5.2 are only rough estimates for the mass transfer coefficients, and they are based

on spherical diffusion through a thick boundary layer as the underlying transport

mechanism. If we try to obtain a more sophisticated estimate for A'0ceii in porous media

based on eq 4.9 with a decent parameter set (a ~ 2, b = 3, c = 1/3, Dykaar and Kitanidis

1996), we indeed find Ar°COii to exceed the \alue given in Table 5.2 by factors of 5.6 (Pe

= 28, Table 5.2) or 10.0 (Pe
- 250, I able 5.2).

As fractional surface coverage was in the same range for both substrates, this raises

the question why Arccn is about ten times lower when df was used. According to findings

obtained with numerical simulations of mass transfer in pores (Dykaar and Kitanidis

1996), we suggest this difference to be due to pore-scale heterogeneity in concentration,

the magnitude of which was shown to depend on Pe and Da. We find 2.9 <- Da < 24 and

38 < Da < 470 when 3-cdf or df weic fed, respectively (Table 5.2), which is a conse¬

quence of the different specific affinity for the two substrates. Whereas pore-scale het¬

erogeneity is unlikely to be significant in the former case, we may expect such effects to

slow down a surface reaction more than 10 times in the latter case (Dykaar and Kitani¬

dis 1996).

Mass transfer with strain B13 seems to be hampered. Apparent mass transfer co¬

efficients found for strain B13 are distinctly lower than those from the other combina¬

tions of bacteria and substrates. As Da are \ery low for strain B13 (Table 5.2), pore-

scale heterogeneity is not likely to be the reason for this finding. Review of these ex¬

periments and comparison with data obtained with strain AS2 led us to propose another

explanation: A systematic bias of Ayen obtained from the spreadsheet calculations to¬

wards lower values would result if there were considerably less active cells participating

in substrate removal than expected from the loaded biomass (Table 5.3). For these ex¬

periments, this is very likely to be the case:
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• In contrast to all the other strains, strain B13 was immobilized on the sand by mixing

in batch before the columns were packed. Due to the irregular shape of the sand

grains, a considerable amount of cells might have been ground and therefore have

lost its activity.

• The shape of the sand grains further seems to lead to irregular distribution of the

cells, irregular flow paths, or irregular accessibility to substrate mass transfer. This

has to be concluded from experiments with strain AS2, where A'ceii from the sand

packings were at least two times lower than to be expected for glass beads of similar

size (Table 4.4).

We verified the consequences of an overestimation of the active biomass with the data

set used for the sensitivity analysis (Fable 5.3): If the assumed biomass load was a

3-fold overestimation of the biomass which was really active, then the apparent A'ceii

would be 1000-times below the correct \alue.

5.3 Conclusions

Except for strain AS2, the variation of the flow rate rather than the variation of the bio¬

mass was of interest for the column experiments reviewed here. As a consequence, we

find a range of data points to result for a single biomass load. This makes it quite diffi¬

cult to verify the assumption of mass transfer being basically proportional to the surface

area involved in biotransformation. In fact, only the data for strain FIH19k / df allow to

readily see a correlation of Abend with the biomass as shown for strain AS2 in chapter 4.

As these experiments were conducted under standardized conditions, averaging over all

the data points obtained with a certain biomass reveals the underlying pattern (Figure

5.4). Based on the discussion in the above sections, we would nevertheless sustain mass

transfer to increase with the surface coverage for all data sets.

As far as A-ceii are concerned, we find them to be fairly close to the expected values for

0< 10 % (region I in Figure 5.1). Furthermore, plausible explanations exist for the ob¬

served variations between the experimental systems investigated. In all the systems ex¬

cept for strain AS2, A"ceii seems to decrease for <9> 10 %, however. This is indicative for

mass transfer to the collector beads to become satuiatcd (legion II). As t? is still fai from

unity, irregular deposition of cells, leading e.g. to multi-layer deposition, might be the

reason.
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FIGURE 5.4. Relative A-bcad from experiments with strain HH19k degrading df in relation to the fractional

surface coverage. Data points are averages of measurements made at seven different flow velocities. The

dotted line represents a slope of 1, which would be expected for the ideal case where A-bcad increases

linearly with the surface coverage. Whereas the points obtained at the lowest surface coverage show

almost ideal behavior, deviations increase with increasing coverage. This is indicative for mass transfer to

the collector beads to approach saturation.

Based on our remarks concerning the influence of the flow velocity and the pore ge¬

ometry. Figure 5.1 might now be generalized (Figure 5.5). This approach shows the in¬

fluence of the cell density n assuming the corner stones /cceii° and £bead° to vary with the

environmental conditions.

Although the results in all the systems finally seem to be more or less consistent,

conclusions have to be based on rather vague arguments. As mentioned in section 5.1.2,

this is due to difficulties inherent to such column studies. Furthermore, we found it nec¬

essary to consider every system separately and to carefully interpret the results based on

its characteristics. Among the factors investigated, determination of the active biomass

and its regular distribution on the collector beads seems to be the most critical.

»
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FIGURE 5.5. Generalized version of Figure 5.1 showing the interdependence of cell-based mass transfer

coefficients Ä-ccn and bead-based mass transfer coefficients Aw Individual lines illustrate the effect of

increasing cell number per bead n for specific conditions with respect to hydrodynamics or degradation

kinetics.
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The intention of this chapter is twofold: A first section is supposed to gather the essen¬

tial findings of this thesis regarding microscale transport in model aquifers. These find¬

ings are further situated in the context of the overall scope as described in the General

Introduction and critically commented. Finally, perspectives for further research in this

area are addressed.

In the second section, I will reflect on our research project from a more distant, but at

the same time more personal view. The starting point is a shift in focus which took

place in an early stage of my thesis work: Rather than directly aiming at a systemic un¬

derstanding, operational objectives of the practical work in the laboratory were soon

concerned with mechanistic details. This observation made me curious, and I started

wondering whether this was typical for the kind of approach we chose, or whether we

could have expected a different development.

6.1 Microscale Transport in Model Aquifers

Since we started this study, microscale transport has more and more become the central

issue. In the following sections. I will give a commented summary of the main findings

together with a brief outlook on possible perspectives of our work.

6.1.1 Intra-population heterogeneity

Chapter 2, which demonstrates the importance of intra-population heterogeneity for mi¬

crobial adhesion, adds to an increasing body of literature describing similar observations

(Shales and Kumarasingham 1987; Albinger. et al. 1 994; Johnson, et al. 1995), although

slightly different explanations were also proposed (Meinders, et al. 1995), Recently, two

subpopulations have also been found in a field study (DeFlaun, et al. 1997).

Amazingly, we were not able to detect any macroscopic difference between the two

subpopulations. Indeed, even the possible involvement of surface polysaccharides re¬

mains somewhat speculative, although it is based on good grounds. We were therefore

quite excited about a recent report making use of capillary electrophoresis to investigate

deposition properties within a monoclonal population (Baygents, et al 1998; Glynn, et

al. 1998). With this technique, Baygents et al. were able to detect surface potential dis¬

tributions which remained unnoticed with conventional techniques to measure electro¬

phoretic mobility.

In order to gain a deeper understanding of intra-population heterogeneity of strain

B13, capillary electrophoresis might be a suitable technique. Furthermore, flow cy¬

tometry is a promising method to investigate the distribution of various properties
within microbial populations with a potential resolution of a single cell (Davey and Kell

1996). Apart from this mechanistic appioach. the most interesting question from an en¬

vironmental perspective is. how common differing transport properties within a popula¬
tion really are.
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6.1.2 Secondary minima and deposition kinetics

Histoiically, most attempts to model colloid deposition based on DLVO-theory concen-

tiatccl on deposition in the primary minimum (Halm 1995), although deposition in the

secondary minimum has been proposed to occur (Hogg and Yang 1976; Marmur 1979).

Interestingly, most researchers applying DLVO-theory to bacteria assumed deposition to

occur in the secondary minimum (Marshall, et al. 1971; van Loosdrecht, et al. 1989;

Meinders, et al. 1995). This is due to the large energy barriers resulting with cell-sized

particles.

We were therefore not surprised to find secondary deposition to be the only option

for the interpretation of our results obtained with strain B13 (chapters 2 and 3). What

was amazing, however, was the agreement with experimental data we found when esti¬

mates for the collision efficiency a were derived from the Maxwe//-distribution of ki¬

netic energies (Hahn 1995). Secondary minima are sometimes considered to be not deep

enough for irreversible deposition, and the captured particles are expected to be driven

around the collector and to end up at the rear stagnation point (Elimelech and O'Melia

1990). By including the presence of surface polysaccharides which are likely to act as

molecular anchors, we found a way to circumvent these difficulties for microbial cells.

Application of the DLVO-theory to bacterial deposition is subject to many uncer¬

tainties. Furthermore, our approach to predict a is quite sensitive to the interaction en¬

ergy, and accordingly to the choice of the terms to include in its calculation. A verifica¬

tion of our hypothesis would rely on a better understanding of the interfacial forces.

Current issues in this respect are

• the location of the reference planes for the energy terms

• the calculation of the Hamaker constants for bacteria

• the application of retarded or unretarded terms for van der Waals interactions

• the extension of DLVO-theory with additional terms like e.g. 2?orw-repulsion or 'hy¬

drophobic interactions'

• surface roughness

• the influence of surface polymers

Based on studies with micelles of lipopolysaccarides (LPS) extracted from cells

(Juckei. et al 1997), we suggested hydrogen bonds to be formed between LPS and min¬

eral surfaces. In order to confirm this anchoring mechanism, further studies should try to

demonstrate hydrogen bonding w vivo.

The most important task for future research is probably to develop a concept em¬

bracing the huge variety of data available for different organism. To underline this

point, a brief review of the work of two authors comparing several strains might suffice

(Rijnaarts. et al. 1993; Rijnaarts, et al, 1995a: Rijnaarts, et al. 1995b; Jucker, et al. 1996;

Rijnaarts, et al. 1996a; Rijnaarts. et al. 1996b; Jucker, et al. 1997; .Tucker, et al. 1998a;
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Jucker, et al. 1998b). Such a concept should further be based on the current state of the

art as far as the theoretical foundations are concerned.

6.1.3 Bivalent cations affect cell deposition through specific binding

In chapter 3, we attributed the enhancement of cell deposition by bivalent cations to

specific binding to the cell envelope of strain Bl3. This conclusion was drawn as the

electrolytes compared were adjusted to identical ionic-strength. Furthermore, cells

showed an even higher affinity for other bi\ aient cations like Pb~ or Hg~ .

The influence of bivalent cations on deposition is poorly understood, even foi inor¬

ganic colloids (Roy and Dzombak 1996; Hahn 1995). This seems surprising as they are

often ascribed an important lole in the deposition of natural colloids (McCarthy and

Zachara 1989).

However, for a thorough understanding of these phenomena, better defined systems

than living cells might be more suitable. As far as bacteria are concerned, the role of

bivalent cations is equally interesting from a physiological perspective, for example due

to their contribution to the stability of the cell envelope (Nikaido and Vaara 1987).

6.1.4 Evidence for mass transfer limitation of biodégradation

In model aquifers with immobilized bacteria, we found apparent mass transfer to in¬

crease with the surface area covered by the cells. This finding provides evidence for

mass transfer to be a critical step for the biodégradation of xenobiotics.

However, the derived mass transfer coefficients are black-box parameters and do not

bave a precise microscopic meaning. "Notably, the concept of the boundary layer looses

its meaning because concentiation giadients must be assumed to span the whole pore

space. For this situation, mass transfer is only poorly understood and reported results are

difficult to interpret (Kunii and Suzuki 1967; Satterfield 1980). Our results are therefore

rather descriptive than explanatory.

Among the aspects requiring further investigation is the dependence of mass transfer

on the flow velocity. Furthermore, the deviations of the apparent mass transfer coeffi¬

cients from the values calculated for spherical diffusion are poorly understood. Unfortu¬

nately, experimental results available suffer from scattering, which renders an interpre¬

tation quite difficult.

To find an experimental system avoiding these difficulties while maintaining the

general features of a porous medium is not obvious. We found a theoretical study about

mass transfer in porous media (Dykaar and Kitanidis 1996) to be quite useful for an in¬

terpretation of our results. In order to come to a clearer vision of the pore-scale proc¬

esses, further simulation efforts might thus be helpful. In this respect, the inclusion of

reactive surface patches and of a geometry closer to that of a packed bed would be re¬

quired
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6.1.5 Tying it all together?

With this study, we improved our current understanding of the mechanisms transporting

bacteria and their substrates from the bulk liquid to the surface of the aquifer solids. Re¬

ferring to our overall scope described in the General Introduction, we might wonder

how relevant these findings are and how they fit into a more complete aquifer model. In

order to answer these questions, a glance behind the curtain of published results might

be interesting.

As a matter of fact, we never lost the whole system from sight completely. Besides

studying bacterial transport and mass transfer limitation separately under conditions

where bacteria were not able to grow, we also ran a few column-microcosms under

growth-conditions over several days or weeks. However, the results were not conclu¬

sive, and they were therefore omitted from this thesis.

Based on these preliminary findings, the relevance of our results for an aquifer mi¬

crocosm seems doubtful as far as transport of the microbes themselves is concerned. As

soon as growth is to be included, the system boundaries lead to artifacts that are difficult

to avoid. As substrate concentrations are biggest in the inlet, biomass tends to accumu¬

late in the first few millimeters of the columns. After a short time, cell aggregates must

be assumed to form and pores become partially clogged. Flow paths as well as degrada¬

tion performance are then hard to model. Although stable output concentrations were

reached in some cases, we were not able to correctly predict them. According to simu¬

lated results, these difficulties could only be avoided if either detachment of the daugh¬

ter cells was easily possible, or cell death was important enough to compensate for

growth. In this situation, the deposition process itself is of minor importance.

The initial question seems easier to answer with respect to mass transfer. Column

microcosms on a bench scale have been repeatedly shown to be useful tools to study

biodégradation (Rittmami and McCarty 1980a; Gamerdinger, et al. 1991; Chen, et al.

1992; Estrella, et al. 1993; Malone, et al. 1993; Kelsey and Alexander 1995; Bosma, et

al. 1996: Sinke, et al. 1998). In such studies, mass transfer certainly is relevant because

it may reduce transformation rates considerably - and growth rates with them. In anal¬

ogy to predictions for closed biofilms (Rittmann and McCarty 1980b), this is likely to

result m a lower steady-state biomass. thus leading to a lower degradation capacity. As

our studies contribute to the understanding of the mass transfer process, they also fa¬

cilitate microcosm modeling.

From a more general perspective, interests are partly conflicting between a mecha¬

nistic understanding of individual processes and a systemic understanding of the whole

aquifer system. As mentioned in the sections above, well-defined systems are required
to study microbial adhesion or mass transfer limitation in detail and to fill the black box

in Figure 1 1. From a scientific point of \iew. filling a macroscale model with black

boxes alone is not satisfactory. Empiric observations do not allow a true understanding.
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This is indispensable, however, in order to build up a theory or a model, which then al¬

lows deducing outcomes for future experiments or slightly different situations.

On the other hand, an experimental system has to be of a certain complexity in order

to bear any resemblance to a natural aquifer. The detailed understanding of microscale

processes does by no means imply they are relevant on a more aggregated level where

new processes might emerge. Moreover, the increasing complexity makes it more and

more difficult to describe a macroscale system by mere aggregation of microscale proc¬

esses (Anderson 1972). The increasing complexity might finally reduce again, as soon

as the aggregation permits a change of the scale (Roth 1995) - or of the perspective

(Anderson 1972) - in the description. A mechanistic understanding is therefore most

difficult on an intermediate scale (Roth 1995).

Supporting expectations based on common sense, the conclusion to be drawn from

this study could be condensed into two statements.

• Formulated in a positive way, a mechanistic understanding of isolated processes and

a systemic understanding of aggregated processes mutually need each other.

® This sounds somewhat less encouraging if a choice is to be made by all means. In

this case, the alternatives might be either concentration on irrelevant details or the

risk of unexpected surprises due to rudimentary understanding.

In retrospective, it was well worth to investigate the basic processes an aquifer sys¬

tem consists of in some detail. But rather than expecting a simple assembly afterwards,

the benefits should be sought in an improved understanding of the system as a whole

and the links to existing theories provided.

6.2 A More Distant View

6.2.1 Look back

A comparison of the results presented in this thesis with the overall scope formulated in

the General Introduction leads to the following conclusion: We improved our under¬

standing of both bacterial transport and substrate mass transfer. But we have to admit to

be far from a comprehensive model of an aquifer-microcosm as envisaged with the

overall scope. We are thus stuck mid-way, and I readily had two reasons at hand for

this:

* Bad luck

» Lack of time

Indeed, the first deposition expenments were initially intended to verify our experi¬
mental system and to deiive the paiameters needed to apply colloid filtration theory.
The application of colloid filtration theory to bacteria seemed quite well established, we

thus assumed this step to take not more than a couple of weeks. As our results with
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strain B13 were in obvious disagreement with this theory (chapter 2), we were looking

for artifacts in our system. Furthermore, we spent a considerable amount of time to un¬

derstand our findings in terms of a more general theory which takes into account re¬

versible deposition and the partial coverage of the sand surface with cells (Harvey and

Garabedian 1991; Lindqvist and Bengtsson 1991; Lindqvist, et al. 1994; Rijnaarts, et al.

1996a).

After two years finally, we understood an extension of colloid filtration theory was

necessary to allow for different adhesive properties of bacterial subpopulations. We still

do not know, whether this is a widely spread phenomenon, or whether we just chose a

very special one from the millions of bacterial strains existing.

If we had made a luckier choice with our model organism, and if we had had more

time to conduct microcosm studies, would we thus have come closer to a systemic un¬

derstanding? If so, my two spontaneous thoughts about 'bad luck' and Tack of time'

might be correct. If not, our experience is likely to reflect a more general trait of the

kind of approach we chose. Although things might certainly have worked out differ¬

ently, I have a number of reasons to think the second is true. These reasons are based on

some aspects of laboratory research concerning

* the kind of questions asked

• its inherent principles

« the research environment

In the following sections. I will discuss these aspects in some more detail. I would

like to start with a kind of a prolog; I am well aware to leave the terrain of natural sci¬

ence here. This does not implv. however. I intend to make my debut as a social scientist

now, although some of the arguments to follow were taken from the field of Social

Studies ofScience. In other words, I do not consider these pages as a scientific contribu¬

tion 'about' natural science, but rather as a reflective account from 'within'. The moti¬

vation is personal. I would like to put my experience with natural science in a larger

context. Nevertheless, I often felt some interest in these thoughts from diverse partners

in discussions about 'the manufacture of knowledge' - so why not write them down?

6.2.2 'What', 'Why', and 'How1

A systemic description according to the overall scope of our studies takes only limited

interest in a thorough understanding of the single processes the system consists of. As

long as it is known what the output of a process is, it is good enough to plug it in the

model as a black box. This is the way the sink term 5 was first inserted into the convec¬

tion-dispersion equation in the General Introduction.

This approach is based on a very basic 'theoretical prejudice' (Wuketits 1983), a kind

of a theory, from which the expected outcome of a process can be deduced. As soon as

individual observations are in disagreement with the expectations, an explanation must
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be sought in order to maintain the predictive power of the theory, however. That is what

happened at the very beginning of our studies, when the obvious disagreement with

colloid filtration theory forced us to ask why strain B13 behaved differently than an in¬

organic colloid reasonably would.

In retrospect, we could have left it with this question as the answer proved to be quite

simple at the end: There are two subpopulations with different adhesive properties. But

on our way to this explanation, we could hardly omit to ask how those cells adhered to

the sand grains after all. Indeed, from a scientific perspective it would have been stupid

to renounce on a further investigation of this phenomenon. It was a remarkable finding,

excitingly new, and likely to be accessible with laboratory experiments.

Of course this resulted in a shift in our priorities. Instead of working directly on the

aquifer system as a whole, we decided to look at a subsystem more closely and to con¬

centrate on mechanistic details. This should then allow us to discover the process behind

the black box (Figure 1.2). hi parallel, the intention of our study changed, hi the begin¬

ning, it was motivated by practical concerns. Later, we gave up the idea of a model with

predictive use and were suddenly engaged in rather fundamental research to understand

microscopic processes. This development seems to be typical for laboratory studies.

Reproduceable experiments conducted under well-controlled conditions greatly facili¬

tate to answer the causal question "why' and the functional question 'how' (Wuketits

1983;Masuch 1995).

6.2.3 Note on experimental research

In this section, I would like to introduce some principles experimental research relies

on. From a theoretical point of view, there are two basic ways to acquire knowledge

(Wuketits 1983;Masuch 1995):

• The inductive approach tries to draw general rules from single observations (bot¬

tom-up). These rules are often established in the form of theories.

• The deductive approach derives predictions concerning a special situation based on

a genera] theory (top-down).

Experimental research was often claimed to proceed strictly inductively. Based on

the current understanding of the principles behind the acquisition of knowledge (Figure

6.1), a more differentiated view prevails today (Wuketits 1983; Masuch 1995).

The strength of experimental research lies in the verification of general theories for

well-defined systems. We formulate a suitable question 'for the system' and learn from

the answer obtained. The choice of the questions we ask and of the system we use is

guided by our expectations, which are usually deduced from a theoretical background.

But apart from this deductive element, the experimental approach itself is reductionist in

nature. The resulting information stems from a specific situation, and inductive reason¬

ing leads to more general conclusions for the system level.
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Theory

Hypothesis Prediction

information

FIGURE 6.1. Generalized cycle describing the acquisition of knowledge (after Oeser, 1976; Wuketits,

1983) This cycle is passed repeatedly and the intermediate stages change accordingly,

6.2.4 'The manufacture of knowledge'

In order to give a view from outside, I would like to cite a description from one of the

earliest reports about a research laboratory from an ethnological perspective (Knorr-

Cetina 1981):

What, after all, is a laboratory'? A local accumulation of instruments and devices

within a working space composed of chairs and tables. Drawers full of minor uten¬

sils, shelves loaded with chemicals and glassware. (...) It would seem, then, that na¬

ture is not to be found in the laboratorv. unless it is defined from the beginning as

being the product ofscientific work

While this observation seems quite trivial to those well acquainted with modern labo¬

ratory life, it illustrates that laboratory research can not furnish an understanding of

'nature' or even 'natural systems' as a whole. The benefits lie elsewhere (Knorr-Cetina,

1981; Felt, et al. 1995). By reconfiguring "nature', a scientists live is greatly facilitated.

In the laboratory, we can make 'things work" more easily, which is a prerequisite to

veiifv findings by repeated experiments following the approach outlined in the section

above.

'Making things work', however, sets a hidden agenda complementary to the guide¬

lines of good research practice (Knorr-Cetina 1981). This agenda is rarely openly de¬

clared, but is nevertheless of great influence to both the approach adopted and the results

obtained. For example, the methods chosen might depend on the lab-resources available
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rather than on sound scientific reasoning. In our case, the main reason to start working

with strain B13 was the expertise available in our laboratory. The consequences cer¬

tainly were drastic and can be found in chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore, there is a certain

bias to overemphasize positive findings. This actually represents an inherent conflict

between the everyday concerns of research and the fundamentals of science theory.

From a theoretical point of view, scientists should not hesitate to readily falsify their

hypothesis in order to corroborate their knowledge (Felt 1995). Finally, successful re¬

search demands flexibility and sometimes an opportunistic attitude. Even at the risk of

loosing the initial scope from sight, it is worth to follow promising developments. As

often deplored, 'promising' does not necessarily mean 'promising scientific progress'.

In research practice, 'promising' often is synonymous to 'publishable'.

Following the kind of rules described above, research develops its own virtual image

of the real world, which in certain aspects may correspond to reality and in others not at

all. In this respect, laboratory research, which takes place in a very artificial environ¬

ment, must be accepted to bear highly constructivist traits. This statement is meant to be

free of judgement. In the light of the success of modern science, the approach to study

parts of and substitutes for the real world admittedly is a great achievement. Indeed a

more systemic approach is only necessary when this reductionist approach is prone to

fail.

6.2.5 Synopsis

In the following, I will make a step back again and think of scientific work as if it

was not influenced by practical aspects like the need to be successful or personal ambi¬

tion. As far as I understand, the major driving force behind research is the will to under¬

stand how and why things work. In contrast to what 1 think engineers try to do, this is

not basically a problem oriented approach. This might be the reason why expectations to

answer practical questions by doing research are quite likely to be disappointed. So far,

it is evident why studies of well-defined systems are so appealing: Because they permit

to understand what is going on due to their reduced complexity. Of course, it is nice if

scientific results are useful and many researchers declare their ambition to develop theo¬

ries or models suitable to make predictions.
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